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COMMENT

There is lately much concern over thg plight of the

elephants from the international conservation agencies-

This is most welcome. Even the National Geographic

mpgazine has devoted much of its space in its May 1991

issue to highlight the precarious situation facing the

long-term survival of both Asian and African elephants'

The international ban on ivory may have reduced sub-

stantially the threat of poaching in the case of the

Afnican elephants, but as far as the Asian elephant

is concerned however, a more insidious threat is the

rapid loss of its range. Throughout Asia, the elephants

that roam outside a few conservation areas especially

set aside for their protection are coming under increasing

conflicts with man. 
.

National Parks. as viab,le, self'zustaining areas in

many Asian countries could prove to be poor bets for
the long-term survival of the elephants if they are

managed in isolation and with no reference to the people

living along the periphery of sr.rch areas. For elephant

conservation to succeed, it must have the support of

the local people, especially those who live in the vicinity

of the reserves and often bear the brunt of elephant

depredations. This is not going to be easy. This can

only come about if protected areas such as National

Parks and Nature Reserves are integrated as one form

of land use with the surrounding agricultural areas so

as to form a multiPle land use unit.

National Park as "an area set aside where man can

enjoy, as a privileged visitor, the plants and animals

that are indigenous to that environment under con-

ditions as little affected by his presence as possible"

may appeal to someone in the West following Western

ethics, but for many Asians especially those from

underdeveloped nations, this may be a bit difficult
to comprehend. As Norman Myers once stated, "Policy

for the United States parks concentrates on the aesthe'

tic, as opposed. to the economic, factors of park values.

It suggests that if you once let commercial considera-

tions into a park, the place stops being a park: to which

one might retort that in Africa, unless you let commer-

cial considerations into a park, it will stop being a park".

This may f ind an echo in many people in Asia too.

The lesson from these arguments is that wildlife
conservation must be integrated in such a way as to

conler direct benefit to the surroundirig communities.

Elephant conservation is no exception. In the final

analysis, both economic as well as ecological considera-

tions will determine the survival of much of the wild-

life including the elephant. Although in theory, large

conservation areas are better than smaller areas to en'

hance the long'term survival of elephants and thus re-

duce the risks of early or untimely local extinctions, yet

in practice, most countries in the Third World where

elephants occur, have neither the money nor the trained

manpower needed to adequately protect such areas'

It has been shown by Nigel Leader-Williams and

S.D. Albon that rates of decline of rhinos and elephants

are related directty to conservation effort and spending'

Their conclusion is that dither conservation schemes

must be adequately funded, or resources must be con'

centrated in small parts of large reserves, if local ex'

tinctions are to be avoided. Therefore it is imperative

that international conservation organizations and aid

agencies focus their efforts and energies into providing

much more investment in park infrastructure and its

effective protection. The amount of money available

for in.situ conservation globally is still small compared

to that available in somq western countries for ex-situ

conservation. The total budget set aside for the rn-situ

conservation of'wildlife in whole of Africa for example,

is estimated to be about US$ 75 000 000/- per year'

The total annual budget for the San Diego Zoo in USA

alone is US$ 70 OOO 0OO/-1. In any case, ex'situ conser-

vation is not an option for the elephants with their

intemperate appetites and vast space requirements'

lf elephant conservation is to succeed in the coming

decades, then the ball is in the International Conservati-

on Organizations' court. They have to adopt a long-term

perspective and assist the Government Organizations

in the economically poor developing corntries in Asia

in tackling such broadei issues as land-use planning

and the reduction in human population growth rate'

The factors adverse to elephant survival stem not only

from the aspirations of a burgeoning human population

in Asia but also from more demand by the industrialised

countries in the west for goods of the kinds which lead

to pressures on the elephants' life-support systems'



THE STATUS OF ELEPHANTS IN VIETNAM
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INTRODUCTION

Vietnam is a thin, long and largely moun-

tainous country situated between latitudes 8 N
and 24 N, at the southeastern margin of the
Indo-Chinese peninsula (Fig. 1) lt has a total
land area of 330,541 km2 with a coast line

of about 3,200 km. Vietnam is principally
an agricultural country'with a rapidly growing

human population of 65 million. The average

population density is 200 per km2 which is
one of the highest for any agricultural country
in the world, thereby placing an "impossible
strain on the environmental capacity of the

country" (lUCN, 1985). Given the present

rate of growth of 2J% per annum, the popu-

lation is expected to double in 25 years (Westing

& Westing, 1981 ).

Forest cover

ln the distant past, the entire country was

covered with dense tropical forest vegetation

with the predominance of monsoon evergreen

tropical dense forest (Hoe & Quy, 1990). As

recently as 1 960, about 65% of the area south

of the 17th parallel was forested, of which un-

disturbed primary forest accounted for about
18%.' Since the Indo-China war, the country
has experienced.a rapid loss in its forest cover.

The total forest cover declined from 43.7%

in 1943 to 23.6% in 1983 (Quy, 1983)' Thus

within 30 years, the country lost 5O% of its
forest cover. By '.987, the forest cover had

declined to 2'l% (Quy, 1987)- The true extent
of undisturbed primary forest may be ' only
about 10% (MacKinnon, 1990).

Three decades of conflict during which

the Vietnamese fought first with the French

and later the US caused not only the death of'
four million people, of which 60% were chil-

dren: under the age of 1 6 years, but also des-

troyed thousands of ha of forests: saturation

bombing dumped more than 72 million litres

of herbicides and 13 million tons of ammu-

nition, an amount 450 times the size of Hiroshi-
ma atom bomb (Kernf, 1986). Huge bulldozers

called "Rome Ploughs" .were used to clear

forests from strategic areas (MacKinnon, 1990).

These operations were directly attributed to
the loss of 2 million ha of forest. But unfor-

tunately, even more forest land has been lost

since the end of the war through slash and burn

agriculture, forest fires and fuel wood collec-

tion. According to Kemf (1986, 1990) these

are responsible for the annual loss of 200,000
ha of forest cover. Reforesta.tign.ii going on at

the rate of 100,000 ha annually but only about
3% of the plants survive. ;- .

Protected Areas in Vietnam

The 'first national park, Cuc Phuong 'was
established in'1962. Today, the.country has se-

ven national parks (Cuc Phuong, Ba Be; Ba Vi,
Cat Ba; Bach Ma,' Yok'Don'and Nam Bai Cat

Tien) and a total of 87 rei6rves including 49

with the e-xception of .[l.uong Nhe (in L4i,Chag
province) and Yok Don (in Daq Lac province)

the protected areas where the elephant occurs

)
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are all small, being less than 500 km2 (Table 1)

and thus may not be sufficient in themselves

to protect the annual home ranges of the ele-
phant populations. MacKinnon (1990) in his

review of the Protected Area system in Vietnam
has recommended the extension of a number
of reserves to accommodate the home range

requirements of large mammals.

Status of the Elephant in Vietnam

Vietnam at the turn of the century had a

substantial population of elephants both in the
wild and in captivity. The country used to
supply trained elephants in large numbers to
Myanmar (= Burma), Cambodia, Laos and Thai-
land and also to Zoos and circuses in Europe
before the Second World War (Santiapillai &

.f ackson, 1990). However a long history of poor
law enforcement, together with the war has had
a devastating effect on large mammals, in parti-
cular the elephants. In the past, the elephants
were given only partial protection, with a ban
only on shooting females. The elephant is today
considered an endangered species and is among
the 38 species of wildlife protected by law in
Vietnam.

How many elephants are there in the wild?
Assessment of elephant numbers in the wild is

prone to underestimation as the lack of visi-

bility in the dense tropical forest makes it ex-

tremely difficult to arrive at even working esti-
mates. Much of the information on the distri-
bution and number of elephants in Vietnam
has been obtained from the field surveys and
from talking to knowledgeable villagers, espe-

cially hunters living in and around elephant
habitats. Both Khoi (1988) and Tuoc (1989)
indepndently arrived at estimates of the number
of elephants in Vietnam to be 1,1 1 5 and 1 ,463
respectively but pointed out that the true num-
ber may lie anything between 1,500 and 2,000.
The elephant populations in Vietnam are dis-
tributed discontinuously from Lai Chau provin-
ce in the north to the Dong Nai province in
the south (Fig. 1). There are two very small,
pocketed herds of elephants across the provin-
cial border between Dong Nai and Lam Dong
provinces: about 9 elephants are known from

Nui Be (altitude 87'l m) and another herd of
12 animals in the forest near Nui Ong (altitude
1,307 m). These two populations have no

long term viability if left where they are. lt is

recommended that these two herds be captured
and relocated to the nearby Nam Bai Cat Tien
National Park.

a'.

Mr Do Tuoc - Vietnamese mommologist.



Table 1. DistrJbution of Elephants in Vietnam

Name Province Status Area (km2)

;. Muong Nhe
Sop Cop
Ben En

Bu Huong
Anh Son
Tuong Duong
Ha Tin area

Bach Ma
Bo Trach

Quang Nam
Danang
Mom Ray
Kon Cha Tang
Con Plong
lajunba
Quang Xuyen
Yok Don
Nam Dac Lak
Cong Bac

Bu Gia Map
Bai Cat Tien
Tanh Linh
Ham Tan
Xuyen Moc

Lai Chau
Son La
Thanh Hoa
Nghe Tinh
Nghe Tinh
Nghe Tinh
Nghe Tinh
Binh Tri Thien
Binh Tri Thien

Quang Nam/Danang
Gia Lai/Con Tum
Gia Lai/Con Tum
Gia LaiiCon Tum
Gia Lai/Con Tum
Dac Lac
Dac Lac
Dac Lac
Dac Lac
Song Be/Dac Lac
Dong Nai
Dong Nai/Thuan Hai

Dong NaiiThuan Hai

NR (TFR/Laos)
NR (TFR/Laos)
NR
NR (TFR/Laos)
NR (TFR/Laos)
NR (TFR/Laos)
FR (TFR/Laos)
NP

FR

FR (TFR/Laos)
NR (TFR/Cambodia)
NR
FR
FR
NR
NP (TFR/Cambodia)
NR
FR
NR (TFR/Cambodia)
NP

FR

FR

1,820
50

155
50
15
70

?

225
?

?

350
160

?

?

200
s80,?

?

160
3s0

15

10

Note: NR = Nature Reserve; NP = National Park; FR = Forest Reserve; TFR = Potential'Trans

Frontier Reserve.

Habitat Utilization

Elephants being generalised feeders utilize
a number of vegetation types such as diptero-
carp forests, moist evergreen forests, dry deci-
duous forest, bamboo forests and grasslands.

But they seem to thrive on the secondary
forest with an abundance of bamboo. Although
the elephant is a generalised feeder, in Vietnam
it appears from the limited information current-
ly available that bamboos and grass may form
the bulk of its food intake. In the dipterocarp
and secondary forest of Tay Nguyen high pla-

teau, Tuoc (1989) identified some 60 species

of wild plants and 9 species of cultivated crops
that were eaten by elephants (Table 2). Ele-

phants are both gtazers and browsers. Browse

becomes important during the dry season when

much of the grass is poor in nutritive value
(Sukumar, 1989). In Sri Lanka, grass may

account for 86% of the diet (McKay, 19731.
Although grass may be preferred in the wet sea-

son, the browse provides a higher 'plane of
nutrition especially to the lactating females.

Elephants usually consume about 150 kg of
wet weight per day and this explains why the
animals are catholic in their food habits. To
consume so much food, the elephants may

spend up to 18 hours a day feeding (Vancuylen-

berg, 1977). But elephants are waiteful feeders.

They knock down trees and pull down branches

but feed on only those pars that they prefer
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Tablo 2. Plants eaten by elephants in Vietnam.

A Trees and Shrubs:

1. Bauhenia variegata
2. Shorea roxburghii
3. Shorea siemensis
4. Castanopsis indica
5. Areca laosensis

6. Terminalia chebula
7. Terminalia alata
8. Pterocarpus macrocarPus
9. Gardeniajasminoides

10. Helicteres ixora
11. Bridelia monoica
12. Adina cordifolia
13. Clausena lansium
14. Gmelina arborea
1 5. Caryota urens
'16. Bauhenia racemosa

17. Bauhenia purpurea
18. Adenanthera microsPerma
19. Cananga latifolia
20. Flpus religiosa
21. Fptus retusa
22. Ficus racemosa
23. Dillenia pentagyna
24. Dillenia scabrella
25- Canarium subulatum
26. Canarium album

Bomboos;

27. Dendrocalamus sPP.

28. Dinochloa comPactiflora
29. Bambusa multiPlex
30. BafrbuSiarundinacea
3'1. Bambusa Procera 'i' rr :

32: Arundinaria pusilla
33, Lingnania sp.
,34. Neohouzeaua dullooa

Climbers:

35: Streptocaulon juventas' ,,';

36, Bauhenia vahlii . '' :

37. Pueralia thomsonii
38, Daenionorops pierreanus --
39. Acacia pennata

Herbs ond Grosses

40. Miscanthus iaPonicus '

41. Thysanolaena maxima
42. Musa ouranoscopos
43. Juncus effusus
44. Scleria poacformis
45. Digitaria longiflora
46. Digitariaischaemum
47. Panicum sermentosum
48. Panicum repens
49. Lophatherum gracile 'i :

50. Cynodon dactylon
51 . Eleusine indica
52. Chloris barbata
53. Setaria barbata
54. lmperata cylindrica (young shoots)
55. Phryngium capitatum :

56. Saccharum arundinaceum
57. Oryza granulata
58, Zingiber zerumbet
59. Phragmites karka
60.'Amomumxanthioides ; "'

CultivatedCrops:: ' r'

61. Cocos nucifera '

62. Cucurbita pepo
63. Musp pg.adisiaqa .-,. r

64. Musa p. var. sapientum
65. lmpomoea batataE

66. Oryza sativa
67. 7 

.ea mays
68. Manihot esculenta
69. Saccharum officinarum

D

B
E

c



leaving. the rest !o ,be utilized 'by- other herbi-
vor9s, f lephants may.al5o fqed qn.a,wide spec-

trum of plants.lo nullify the effects of toxic
substances. Among the food plants of elephants
in Vietnam are various species .such as Acocio
pennato which may have a high tannin content.
ln the final analysis, as Sukumar (1989) points
out, the optimal diet of the elephant in the wild
will be atfunction of the proportio4.,of browse

and grass, depending on the season and the,vege-

tation type.

Conservation .i

The.long-term sgrrvival of many small popu-
lations of elephants and/or those that inhabit
forest patches that are surrounded by human
settleplents and agricultgre are grim vis-a-vis

a rapidly expan-ding human popqlation and its
legitimate aspirations for 4 better quality of life.
The elephant is a migratoiy species and national
frontiers do ngt pose any barrier to their move-

ment. Therefore ,one way of improving the
survival p,rospects. of - elephant populations

in Vigtnam would be through -the establishment
of Trans-Frontier Reserves (TFR) with adjoining
Laos and Cambodia. Table I identifies seven

TFR with Laos and three with Cambodia.

.: Laos .which until now had no protected

areas, has proposed six reserves in the south
of which Dong Amphane and Na Kai/Nam
Theun border the frontier with Vietnam. The
Mon Ray reserve which is 350 km2 could be

greatly increased if it were to be joined with
a reserve across the border in Cambodia (San-

tiapillai & Jackson. 1990).

In Vietnam, it5elf, much research needs to
be done to accurately map the distribution of
the elephants in the wild. Detailed surveys need

to be carried but in Muong Nhe reserve in the

extre.me north-west of, the country.where there
are still substantial forests and also elephants.

Table 2. Minimun estimate of the number of
wild elephants in Vietnam

Province Number Source

1. Lai Chau

2. Son La

3:'

4.

5.

*126-#243

* 77-#107

+400

*70
*250-#250

#480-*505

* 35-# 35

@21

#Khoi (1988)
*Tuoc (1 989)

#Khoi (1988)
'*Tuoc (1 989)
*Tuoc (1989)

*Tuoc (1989)

#Khoi (1988)
*Tuoc (1989)

#Khoi (1988)
*Tuoc (1989)

#Khoi (1988)
*Tuoc (1 989)

@(Pham Mong
Giao,
pers.comm.)

Thanh Hoa, Nghe Tinh &-,'r'
Binh Tri Trien : '

Quang Nam Danang '

Gia Lai-Con Tum

6. Dac Lac

7. Lam Dong & Song Be

8. Dong Nai/Lam Dong

Total 1,459-1,631



lf the recommended extensions were to be
carried out for Muong Nhe, Bu'Huong, Tuong
Dong, Anh Son, they will ensure the long-term
survival of the elephant in the north, while in
the south, the elephant's long term future will
depend on not only the availability of large
conservation areas (e.g. Mom Ray, Yok Don
and Bu Xia Map with their extensions) but also
on the ability of the authorities concerned to
eradicate poaching.

Vietnam should also become a Party to the
Convention on International Trade in Endanger-
ed Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES).
The former Saigon regime signed the convention
in 1973, but never ratified it. Adherence to
CITES would help reduce ivory poaching by
controlling international trade (Santiapillai &
Jackson,1990).

An immediate priority however is to translo-
cate the two small pocketed herds at Nui Btj and
Nui Ong along the Dong Nai/Lam Dong provin-
cial border to the security of the much larger
protected area, Nam Bai Cat Tien National Park.
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lmportance of sex-ratio and age-structure
in the Management of elephant population

Widodo Sukohadi Ramono
Chief: Species Conservation. PHPA. Bogor, Indonesia

INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the significance of
sex-ratio and age-structure would help manage
large mammal populations in general. Most
vertebrates have a sex-ratio close to parity (i.e

1:1). But the adult sex-ratio will depend very
much on the mating system of the species con-
cerned. Most ungulates do not mate for life.
The mating system of many mammals tends
either to be promiscuous (e.g: the elephant)
or characterised by formation of temporary
harems (e.g: the buffalo). ln such cases, the
population contains a proportion of males in
excess to that needed to maintain adequate
reproduction. This situation allows the popula-
tion to be biased towards the females, thus
simulating the situation in the farms, where the
farmer's flock of sheep can be served by a few
males.

When sex-ratios are used in population ana-

lysis, they are expressed as the proportion of
females (Pf). The signiflcance of the sex-ratio
is associated with the mating habits of the spe-

cies. In monogamous species, an equat sex-ratio
will favour maximum production of young. But
in a polygamous (e.g: the elephant) or promis-
Cuous species, a distorted sex-ratio in favour of
the females will result in higher production of
young.

An example: a herd of 100 breeding polyga-
mous mammals of even sex-ratio with produc-
tion potential of 100 calves per 100 cows, can
produce no more than 50 young. But if the sex-
ratio was changed to 20 males: 80 females,
the herd could produce 80 young.

The adult sex-ratio has some significance
to those managing herbivores as a resource:
quite different populations being required for
sport compared with meat production. Age

structure data alone cannot be safely interpreted
without knowing population size and the trend
in the habitat. Most sources of age structure
data are biased by under-presentation of the
lower age classes.

Many factors influence the age-structure of
populations such as conception rate, birth rate,
survival of young, age at puberty, territoriality
and other behavioural characteristics. Fluctua-
tions of these factors are manifest in changes
in the death rate, usually only of specific age

classes. For instance, a severe drought in the
calving season will affect suckling young first,
and the old, least fit adults later; territoriality
can be expected to cause mortality among
younger and ageing adult males. In short, the
proportions of each age-class change conti-
nuously and the theoretical notion of a stable
age distribution (constant proportions of each
age-class year after year) almost never exists.

There is a good deal of erroneous informa-
tion in the literature about the interpretation of
age-structure data. For example, one frequently
encounters the text book conclusion that
age pyramids with a broad base indicate a rapid-
ly growing population while those with a narrow
base are declining. This idea can be easy to un-
derstand but can be misleading as well. Assume

a K-selected species being constantly over-
exploited by man. As density is r'educed, density
dependent competition will decrease and the
survivorship of the young would go up. This is



the typical compensatory response of a K-selec-
ted species in which the lower the density,
the younger the distribution of age-structure. lf
we follow the text book interpretation of the
age-structure, we would conclude that the popu-
lation over time was showing an increosing popu-
lotion growth, when in fact, the population was

being driven to extinction by over-exploitation.

On the other hand, a population at sub-

sistence or K-carrying capacity, typically stabili-
zes with an old structure with failure of most
of the recruitment class. Thus the age-pyramid
is top heavy. The population need ,not be

declining and in fact usually would be at the
greatest size possible. Even a young age-class

being smaller than an older one is no great
cause of alarm since, in poor years, recruitment
can be expected to drop below the equilibrium
number. Even failure of several consecutive
recruitment classes will occur if temporary
overshoot of K has occured. Indeed, stable
equilibrium at K is uncommon in subistence
populations where a dynamic, oscillatory
equilibrium is more likely. The point is that
an age-pyramid with a broad top may not indi-
cate a declining population. But neither is it
safe to assume that such an age-structure shows
that the population is at carrying capacity. The
California condor and the whooping crane,
rare species with low populations, show such
age-structures. The conclusion is that the status
of the population cannot be determined on
the basis of the age structure alone.

Haphazard inflences on sex and age com-
position can greatly affect the rate of increase
of small populations. Marked changes in the
population growth can occur, even annually,
due to variation in mortality rates, age at
which conception first occurs and variation in
foetal sex ratios. e.g: with elephants, even where
numbers exceed a 1000 animals, population
growth rates may vary from 2% to 6% per
annum (mean value about 4%l in successive
years, through chance effects alone.

Whether or not to manipulate the sex and

age composition of a species depends on'one's
objectives. In a sustained yield harvesting opera-

tion, a preponderance of younger animals,
just reaching adult weight and a maximum ratio
of females to males, would be desireable. lf a
reserye's policy indicates minimum manage-
ment, then a single large operation to dramati-
cally reduce the breeding sector might be
appropriate

Management of elephant populations

Throughout Asia, a combination of high
human population growth and land-use activities
has led to the rapid conversion of forests leading
to the contraction of the life-support system
of elephants (and other wildlife). An obvious
corollary to the decrease in the elephant's range
is a decrease in its resource base and the animal's
usual response would be to move elsewhere-
As long as there are extensive, undisturbed
habitats available, the elephants can be expected
to reach an equilibrium with their habitats.
But in many instances, the fragmentation of
the habitats is so serious that the animals are

"pocketed" into dwindling patches of forest
surrounded by a hostile landscape dominated
by man.

The concentration of elephants in limited
areas has led to build up in their densities, even
though absolute population size is decreasing.
This is the main cause of the escalating human-
elephant conflicts and elephant crop-depreda-
tions.

There are two fundamental social units in
elephant populations: The first is the integrated
family unit, which is acohesive group consisting
of usually a matriarch, her daughters, and their
off spring but excluding adult males. In Asia,
on an average the group size rages from,5 to 10
individuals. The second social unit is the bull
herds, whose size ranges from 2 to 7 (in Way
Kambas Game Reserve), which are loose tempo-
rary ag1regations of often unrelated males.

The age at sexual maturity in elephants
is very plastic and can be deferred in unfavour-
able situations associated with elephant-induced
habitat changes. The mean ages at which Asian

I
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Elephonts in the Ruhuno National Pork, Sri Lonka. (Photo: Charles Sontio-
pillai)

elephant reaches sexual maturity ranges from
6 to 15 years. The females may reach sexual
maturity as early as 6 years and go on prG
ducing in exceptional cases, even up to 60 years.
Males reach sexual maturity later, about 9 years
of age. The wide range of variability in this
character (age at which sexua! maturity is
reached) is not restricted to only elephants
but is also known from other wild mammals.
lf this is caused either by nutritional condi-
tions or population density, then it would be
an important mechanism in population adfus
ment to changed conditions.

- Mean calving intervals can range from 3
years in very productive populations to 9 years

. in the least productive populations. In African
elephants, the age structure appears to be corre-
lated with rainfall cycles.

When conditions are very bad, deaths can
be selective. ln Africa, under very severe drought
conditions, the deaths were mainly of young
animals, mature females with calves and old
animals. The adult male population was rela-
tively unscathed. The age-structure was greatly

modified, and in the worst areas, all the calves
died. This must infl,uence the social structure
and behaviour. There would be pressure to
roam more widely in search of food. The family
units would be broken up, and surviving females
will not be tied to local areas by the need to
remain with their calves. Thus one might expect
that the survivors would be more mobile, the
home ranges larger, and the supposed integrity
of the populations lost.

Under natural conditions, population regu-
lation seems more likely to occur through
adjustment of age at first maturity and pregnan-
cy rates. The elephant represents an extreme
example of a K-seleced species, with 22 months
gestation period and a large parental investment.
Thus it seems inconceivable that elephant popu-
lation would be regulated by calf lnortality,
since adult mortality is variable only within
narrow limits. In view of the wide rage of adjust-
ment possible in mean calving interval (3 to 9
yrs) and in the attainment of maturity (6-15
years), it seems more likely that reproduction
is the actual regulatory process. The compres-
sion of elephants into parks and reserves, caused

11



by human activities creates artificially high den-
sities, leading to rapid habitat change and mal-
nutrition. The ^resulting deaths are highly
unnatural.

lf K, the carrying capacity of a reserve were
to be reduced (eg. either by lower rainfall or

destruction of the vegetation) at a rate faster
than' the elephant populations could adjust
to the 'change, there could be a phase when
the elephant densities are in excess of carrying
capacity, when the rate of habitat destruction
would accelerate. The very high survival of the
adults contributes to this.

r!

AN INDIRECT METHOD FOR COUNTING
ASIAN ELEPI{ANTS IN FORESTS

A synopsis of lectures and field exercises given at the
Workshop on Censusing Elephants in Forests.

A.r.F.M. DekkerJ , Shanthini Dawson2 and Ajay A. Desai3

INTRODUCTION

An indirect method for estimating elephant
densities in Asia was introduced at this Work-
shop. lnstead of relying on direct sightings of
elephants, the method samples the density of
dung piles and correlates this to an estimate
of the actual number of elephants present in
the censused area.

This particular method was first developed

by Barnes & Jensen (1 987) and used in the
Central African forests. As a direct result of the
1984 meeting of the IUCN/SSC Asian Elephant
Specialist Group (AESG) the need for standard-

izing census methods was recognised. Subse-

quently a workshop was conducted at Mudu-
malai by the subcommittee set up to investigate

this matter. This workshop proposed Barnes &

.lensen's method as a possible census technique
for use under conditions not favourable to
direct sightings such as dense forest habitats
(Sale & Johnsingh, 1988). As a majority of

elephant habitats in the present geographic
range comprise dense forests; the idea was ac-

cepted in principle and the AESG set up a series
of field trials (funded by WWF - lnternational
and Wildlife Conservation International) to test,
modify and adapt the method, wherever neces-

sary. The field trials, conducted in '1988/89,

were indeed successful and implementation of
the method with appropriate modifications
was proposed in 1990 (Sale et al. 1990; Dawson,
1eeO).

THEORY (Synopsis of lectures)

The method involves measuring three
distinct parameters in order to arrive at an esti-
mate of elephant density. They are:

1. Density of dung (number of piles per sq km)
=Y;

2. Rate of dung decay (per day) = r;
3. Defaecation rate (number of dung piles

produced per elephant per day) = D.

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. UNDP/FAO/GOI Project IND/88/008, Wildlife Institute
of India, Dehra Dun 248 006, India.

Department of Zoology, University of Oxford. Present address : 49 Model House Street, Bangalore 560 004,
India.

3 gNHS Elephant Project, Mudumalai Wildlife Sanctuary, Kargudi PO, Tamilnadu 643 211, India.
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Together these parameters give an estimate
of elephant density (E) using the formula:

ExD=Yxr

Estimating dung density

The line transect sampling model as des-
cribed by Burnham, Anderson & Laake (1980)
is used to estimate dung density. Each transect
is traversed along a straight line, and every dung
pile seen from this line (on either side) at any
distance is taken into account, and the perpen-
dicular distance from the transect to the centre
of the dung pile is measured. That means the
transect width, as determined by the maximum
perpendicular distanc-es, is variable. This is in
contrast to a fixed width, which limits data
collection to objects (dung piles in our case)
that fall within a predetermined distance on
either side of the centre line and assumes that
all objects within this area are found. However,
it has been shown that even with a very narrow
strip width many objects will still be missed
(Anderson et al, 1979; Burnham & Laake,1979;
Robinette et al, "197 4).

Figure 'l: A diagrommotic representation of a
line tronsect somple. Only those dung piles seen
from the transect have lines drawn to indicote
their perpendicular distances. Note thot all
dung piles on or very near the tronsect line are
olwoys detected while those greoter distances
have o low probobility of being detected (ofter
Burnham et ol. 1980).

All perpendicular distance measurements
together with the total length of transect run,
are used to calculate the density of droppings

using a technique called the Fourier Series
Analysis. Explanation of this technique goes far
beyond the present scope, and readers are re-
ferred to Burnham et al. 1980, for details.

The transects are "one-off" and need not be

repeated to measure the rate of accumulation
of dung (Jachmann & Bell, 1984) by assuming
that the environment is in a steady state with
regard to the density of droppings. That is,
the proportion of dung piles deposited each day
is equal to the proportion disappearing (as a
result of decay) and hence the density of dung
in the system is constant (fllcClanahan, 1986).
Thus, with E = density of elephants, D = the
number of dung piles deposited per elephant
per day, Y = density of dung and r = daily
rate of decomposition, the formula ,to calculate
elephant density becomes:

E=Yxr
D

Decay and Defaecation rates

To be abte to relate dung density to actual
numbers of individuals, it is obviously necessary
to collect data on the rate of production of dung.
(defaecation rate), and a the rate at which dung
disappears from the system (decay rate).

Consider the case of an area previously not
occupied by elephants. From the first day on-
wards, each individual will produce an average
number of dung piles per day (defaecation rate).
Decay will immediately set in, but it may take
days or weeks for the dung pile to be completely
removed from the system. Through monitoring
a sample of dung piles, the daily speed at which
this process takes effect can be calculated: the
decay rate. ln the beginning the daily pro-
duction by elephants will outweigh the number
of dung piles disappeaiing per day through
decay. This will continue till the product of the
total number of dung piles present in the system
times the decay rate equals the daily production.
From this moment on the system can be seen

as being in equilibrium regarding the number of
dung piles present on any given day. This state
of equilibrium !s referred to as the steady state.

gooa
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Defaecation rates and dung decay 4e not

constant but vary between habitats and seasons'

Environmental conditions determine both quan-

tity and quality of food and feeding which in

tuin influences defaecation rates (Barnes, 1 982)'

Agents of decomposition, such as dung beetles

and termites, are highly dependent on climatic

factors such as temperature and moisture,

consequently affecting dung decay (Kingston,

1977). Seasonal movements of elephants in

and out of an area wijl have a direct effect on

dung density. This means that a steady state

with regard to dung density will not apply

throughout the year for a given area, but will

show a transition period between seasons

before elephant movement patterns and environ-

mental conditions are relatively constant again'

Therefore, it is essential that the above para-

meters together with the dung density are

measured well within one season.

Defaecation rates are collected by observ-

The rate of decay is measured by monitoring
a minimum sample of 50 fresh dung piles until

they have completely disappeared. Each iample

is categorized into any one of five distinct

stages of decaY:

All boli intact, fresh, moist, with
odour.
All boli intact, drY, no odour.
More than 50% of all boti intact.
Lessthan 5oo/oof all boli intact.
All boli broken up and/or flat amor-
phous mass.

Dung pile no longer visible.

interpretations and obidctively standardizes the

classification. The dung piles are then moni-

tored at regular (days 3, 5, 7 and thereafter

weekly) intervals and recategorized (if neces-

sary) for the duration of the experiment.

Census Design

The method presented above is based on

sampling, rather than conducting a total count

of a given area. This brings with it a set of extra

impliiations to be taken care of in the census

design.
th. .t." to be censused (the census zone)

must be divided into more or less homo-

genous units. These units can be based on

habltat type (e.g. natural forest, plantation,
thorn scrub), or preferably, on elephant
densities/use patterns (e.g. high, medium

low use areas) when known.

Within each unit a number of transects are

laid in a random Yet controlled waY:

1. transects must be in a straight line;

2. transects must cut across topographic or

habitat features, not along contours,
valleys or streams;

3. all transects together must provide a

reasonable cover of the unit both in

terms of accumulated length as in being

spread out over the unit'sarea;

4. the logistics involved must be practically

feasible (i.e. accessibility, transport,
time frame).

A number of short transects is preferable to
one long one. This generally ensures a better
sample is taken (more evenly spread over the

unit's area), and at the same time will pro-

vide a more reliable basis for the calculation
of densities. For statistical reasons, 5 sepa-

rate transects is the bare minimurh, 10 or
more is preferable. A minimum length of
2 km'will be practical in most cases. 

.

' '( j

These'decay stages are cat€gorized according

tg, the physical condition' of 
.a- 

du.ng pile as

qbposed, lo its "age-". This avoids all subjective
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DATA ANALYSIS

Dung DensitY

The use of a simple computer program, ELE-

- from the authors.

the state of dung changes over time within a

given season. Dung encountered on the density

Iransects (see above) are also categorised using

the same criteria and is representative of the

state of dung in the environment at that point

in time. Both these sets of observations are

made at the same time of year, when environ-

mental factors are assumed to be constant'

From the decay rate experiment relative pro-

portion of dung at each stage of decay can be

calculated. This is then used to predict the pro-

portion of each stage that is expected to be

observed on the transect. The hypothesis is

that if the observed and expected proportions

show no significant difference, then the environ-

ment is in steady state. This hypothesis is

readily tested by using the one-tailed chi-square

Goodness-of-fit test.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Potential difficulties with the indirect

method presented here concern the decay rate

experiment and the assessment of the steady

Steady State AssumPtion

As this assumption (see above) is critical

to this method producing realistic results, it
is important to ascertain whether or not it
holds. A way of doing this has been proposed

in Dawson (1990) and is as follows. Dung decay

is categorised into five stages (see above)'accord-

ing to its physical state. This sample of the

dring "population" effectively represents how
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Ms Santhini Dowson ot Mudumalai Wildlife

Sanctuary (Photo : Chorles Sontiopilloi).

state assumption. The decay rate experiment
must yield data on dung piles that completely
disappear before the end of the experiment
(i.e. end of the season). Our field tests to date,
carried out in a variety of habitats and different
seasons, indicate no difficulty in meeting this
prerequisite, as long as the experiment is plan-

ned carefully. Gathering data on the cumulative
proportions of each stage of decay from the
experiment is essential for testing the steady
state assumption with regard to dung piles

in the system censused. This being most critical
for the validity of the census method presented

here, future developments will particularly
concern this aspect.

In relation to this a proposal, made unfor-
tunately only on the very last day of the work-
shop (Hiby pers- comm.), outlines a technique
which could effectively eliminate the need to
make the steady state assumption. However,

Hiby's method has never been tested in the

field, and although theoretically a very interest-
ing concept, serious doubts were expressed

about its practical implementation in the field.
Field tests are planned to confirm is feasibi-
lity.

THE MANUAL

A techniques manual on counting elephants
in forests is being finalized. This manual deals

with both the direct and indirect methods
endorsed by the Asian Elephant Specialist
Group. First it deals with the practical aspects

of planning and designing the census operation
and guides you in choosing the most apprG'
priate method. Further, it describes the direct
and indirect method respectively, drawing the
user's attention to some important requirements
that need to be fulfilled to obtain reliable
estimates. The description in these sections are

followed by a step by step guideline to the
execution of the actual census. And finally,
the operating manual for the computer program

ELEPHANT is provided.

At the end of the manu:il are appendices
giving some details of the concept of line
transect sampling and the assumptions it makes;
some simples equations, with a worked example,
to enable you to ascertain whether your sam-
pling effort is of an acceptable level; and samples
of data collection sheets.

PRACTICE (Synopsis of field exercises)

Field exercises to demonstrate the indirect
method were conducted on three days. On the
first two days the exercise was carried out in
Mudumalai Wildlife Sanctuary (dry deciduous
and thorn forests), and on the third day in the
nearby Nadugani Reserve Forest (dry evergreen
forests).

For the Mudumalai exercises, the parti-
cipants were divided into four groups, headed

by the authors and S.K. Varman of the Indian
Institute of Science. This was primarily to get
the participants acquainted with field. proce-
dures (data collection and use of equipment)
under relatively easy terrain conditions.

!!
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Prior to setting out into the field the par-
ticipants were familiarised with the equipment
used in collecting data on the dung density
transects. These include :

Hip-chain (topofil) to measure transect
length.
Compass to follow a straight line.
Tape measure to determine perpendicular
distances.
Data collection sheets.

At any given moment only three persons of
each group were actually collecting the data:
the team leader, carrying the hip-chain and
compass, and two helpers. The team leader was

responsible for maintaining the compass bearing
and straight line, and for spotting dung piles.
His helpers' duties included measuring distances
to dung piles spotted, identifying decay cate-
gory of each pile, recording all data, and assist-
ing the team leader in any other way. All tasks
and duties were rotated among the group
members, so everybody got first hand expe-
rience. Transects were carried out over a length
of 2 km, and generally took about three hours
to complete (excluding the time needed to
get to and from the transect start and end point).
Data collected on these transects were used to
introduce the analysis procedures and the use

of the computer program.

In contrast, the Nadugani Reserve Forest
was set up to resemble an actual census opera-
tion. For this the participants were divided
into five smaller groups. The data set from
this exercise (see below) yielded an estimate of
actual elephant density by using decay and
defaecation rates (which could not be gathered
in the short duration of the workshop) with
figures obtained in previous studies (Dawson,
1eeo).

As the experiment to estimate the rate of
decay spans several weeks no data could be
collected. However, the participants were
shown how the experiment was set up. This
included the marking technique recommended,
using bamboo stakes with sample numbers
and dates written on it with water.proof mark-

ing pens/paint, examples of sample size and the
five categories of dung by is.physical condition.
ln particular, they were shown,rsamples of all
possible stages of decay a given dung pile could
be in at any given time ("age").

In order to collect data on defaecation rate
the use of domestic elephants (where available)
fed on natural fodder and/or allowed to free
range was discussed. Although actual data
collection in these circumstances is fairly
straight forward, the participants were cautioned
against making observations for short
periods as elephant defaecation patterns show
cyclic rhythms (data from a previous study
was presented (Dawson, 1990)). Therefore,
it was stipulated that observations be made over
12-hour time blocks. A minimum of 20 such
blocks covering both day and night was re-

commended.

Data.Analysis

The field exercise at the Nadugani
Reserve Forest was conducted to demonstrate
to Workshop participants the realities of dung
counts in evergreen forests and mountainous
terrain.

The participants were divided into 5 groups,
each headed by one of the authors, Richard
Barnes and P.S. Easa. The baseline for the
transect starting points was the .access path
running along a stream at the valley bottom.
The first starting poin:t was chosen at random
and thereafter they were spaced 1.5 km apart.

All transects had the same compass bearing
cutting across the contours and went up into
the mountains. At the beginning of the exercise
it was decided that al! transects should stop
after 1 km or after 3 hours, whichever was

sooner.

Total transect length covered was 3.831 km
in which 28 droppings were seen: The result
of 'the data analysis using the program ELE-
PHANT is shown below. :
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Nadugani Reserve Forests, Tamilnadu. Dry Season. Five transects of varying length.

Frequency distribution of perpendicular distances:

1 10
28
34
44
51
60
71

* * *** **i. **

* *** ***+
****
+***
+

*

First column indicates the end of each interval in meters, i.e.3 means the interval between 2 and 3

meters, EXCLUDING 2 but INCLUDING 3. The sole exception is for the 1 m interval which
INCLUDES the distance 0 (zero). This is done because the transect width includes the cut off value
given. The second column gives the total numberof observations in the particular interval. * indicates
one observation, + indicates there are more than 70 observations and the histogram is cut off at that
level:-

The data set has been truncated to a width of 7 m. The number of droppings per individual transect
may have changed. The distribution is now:

N= 28
w - 7.00
L - 3.831 km.

droppings out of a total of 28

meters
5 replicate transects.

2 terms
0.3564
0.003734
1302per sq km

Line 1

Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Line 5

0.850 km
0.669 km
0.762 km
0.600 km
0.950 km

Number of droppings included
Number of droppings included
Number of droppings included
Number of droppings included
Number of droppings included

0
4

11

7

6

M=
F(o) =
Var F(0) =
DENSITY =

Var(D) = 252109.546875, based on t-distribution,pp 54,
112of Burnham et al.

95% CL = 1393.84 95% confidence interval : -92 to 2696
Amount of variation of Var(D) due to var(n) = 34.5%

due to var(F(0)) = 17J%

WARNING : THE AMOUNT OF VARIATION DUE TO THE SAMPLE SIZE lS MORE THAN
1O%. YOU SHOULD INCREASE THE NUMBER OF TRANSECT LINES.

Decay rate : 0.0127; Defaecation rate : 13.133 (Dawson, 1990), therefore density of elephant =
(1302 x 0.0127) 113.133=1.26 per sq km.
Note : The decay and defaecation rates given here are not strictly valid for application in this area.
However, these are borrowed from a similar area in order to complete the calculation.
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DATA RECORDING SHEET.DECOMPOSITION RATES

MayorJhon Scrub

STARTING DATE:8.3.89:: U.J.U9 j , f llllJnlllrt LrtsraE. 49.v.ov ; , t,, ,.,,., '. r! , ,FINISHING DATE: 25.5.89

<a

:.
*.Grades for dung piles by its state of decomposition: A = Boli intast, fresh, moist with odour; B =-Boli.intact, no

oAoritCf=>5d%'goliintac$62=(50%Boliintact;D=Allboli disintegrated,flatmass;E=Notvisibleunlesr

right on transect. +r g = $16{e; SO = Semi-Open; O = Open.

SAMPIJ
No.

DATE OF
LOCATIOI\

LOCATION OF
BOLI TI

STAGES OF DECOMP-OSITTON

I/HEN 1s1

IIGIITEE
WEEK

1
WEEK

2
WEEK

a
WEEX

4
WEEK

6
WEEK

6
WEEK

7

IYEEK
8'

ITEEK
9

WEEK
10

85 8.3.89 Shade A c1 c2 c2 c2 c2 D D E

86 8.3.89 Semi open c1 cl c2 c2 c2 c2 c2 c2 D D D

87 8.3.89 Open c1 c1 c2 c2 c2 c2 c2 D D D D

88 8.3.89 Open A B c1 c2 D D E

89 8.3.89 Shade c1 c1 c1 c1 c2 c2 c2 D D D D

90 8.3.89 Shade cl c1 c1 c1 c1 c1 c1 c2 c2 .D E

,
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Captive Management of Breeding Asian Elephants

By Jay Haight Washington ParkZoo, Portland, Oregon, USA.

Perspective:

A large captive breeding herd of endangered
Asian Elephants has been managed for over a

quarter of a century at Washington Park Zoo.
During this time, twenty-four calves have been

born, and the twenty-fifth birth is expected in
October of 1991 .

The success of Washington Park Zoo in
regard to Elephant propagation is rooted in
several easily understood factors. One factor
of major importance is the facility itself; al-
though by no means perfect for Elephants,
our facility has been designed and constructed
such that housing and care for both sexes of
Elephants can be provided with a high degree

of safety, Evolution did not design Elephants
to be chained for hours each day, but as Ele-
phants can, in a sense, be regarded as "intelligent
bulldozers", chains have long been employed
as means of ensuring that unsupervised animals
do not destroy their "house". Because of the
dangers associated with daily chaining of adult
bull Elephants, the great majority of zoos

chose not to house them; those that have

attempted to maintain adult bulls under such
circumstances have often paid the price - human
lives.

Recognizing these facts, Washington Park

Zoo built a unique facility - more or less "Ele-
phant proof". This eliminated the necessity for
long-term chaining, afforded safer means for
handling Elephants, and permitted flexibility
in our approach to Elephant management. As

a result, we have been able to house three adult
bull Elephants, as well as a number of cows.

Moreover, our hydraulic Elephant crush, added
onto our facility over a decade ago, allows
us to provide needed medical and maintenance
care for the bulls, in the safest possibte manner.

Another faetor of importance to the
Washington Park Zoo's management program

for Elephants can be summarized in one word:
staff. Although we need additional trained
personnel to work among our Elephants, the
fact remains that our Elephants and our pro-
gram have enjoyed relatively great stability
in this regard. Our veterinarian has been with
us for over 17 years, and spends time each

day with the Elephants and staff. Of the four
keepers on the Elephant management team,

none has less than some 6.5 years of ex-
perience with our animals and our facility.
To put it in different perspective, our Elephant
management team has accumulated over 67
man-years of experience with Washington

Park Zoo's animals; providing a considerable
base from .which to draw as our Elephant
management program continues to evolve.

Finally, we are fortuitously located in proxi-
mity to several scientists of high calibre, who

share our interests in Elephant biochemistry
and reproduction, and who willingly donate
their time, expertise, and even their money
in pursuing these topics with us. Thanks to
them, we have been able to elucidate the oes-

trous cycle of the Asian Elephant, to pursue a

directed approach to artificial insemination
for Elephanb, and to investigate such pheno-

mena as chemicalcommunication and musth.

Although much remains to be learned in
regard to Elephants, we know much more now
than has been known before.

O

THE OESTROUS CYCLE

Since Asian bult Elephants are solitary by
nature, it is reasonable to maintain captive bulls
in that condition, rather than force them to
socialize with a herd of cows at all times. How-
ever, , this management r approach presents a
dilemma; in order to breed the Elephants, one
must be able to introduce the bull.to a cow
at the proper time. Contrary to some published
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reports, cows generally do not exhibit out-
ward signs of estrous; our cows at lease, don't
engage in an "oestrus walk" nor croon "come
hither" so.ngs (infrasonic or otherwise); But
Dr Michael Schmidt, our veterinarian, was

struck by a description of bull Elephant beha-
viour which led him to suspect that bulls might,
by chemical mearis, be able to detect the oestrus
status of cows. An experimental assessment
of this theory was therefore launched. Promptly
dubbed "the Sniff Test" it involved backing
a cow - on a daily basis - toward the door
of a room housing a bull, opening'the door
a metre width, and allowing the bull to "check"
the cow. lt was determined that the bull could
indeed discern the status of the cow - but
this finding raised other questions.

The ieaction of the bull to a cow in heat
was unmistakeable, but weeks and months
would go by with little or no reaction.

For many years, it was accepted as fact
that the oestrous cycle of the Elephant was

18 to 22 days in length. What published lite-
rature was available (1 ,2,3) agreed that such
was the case, and subsequent publications
(4,5,6) supported that position. Our bulls'
feactions were not in accord with the pre-
vailing view.

ln an attempt to correlate observed beha-
viour with biochemistry, and in blissful ignor-
ance of the established fact that it was impos-
sibfe to do so, WPZ Elephant management
staff began drawing weekly blood samples
from our cows. In time, it became apparent
that progestero.ne levels showed a perfect
inverse correlation with the relative level of
interest exhibited by the bull tovards a cow;
as P4 levels increased, interest declined - and
vice versa. This phenomenon suggested that
the oestrous cycle was not in accordance with
that described in the literature, but was many
times longer in duration; approximately 16
weeks long, in fact. Using this information,
it became possible to "time" matings. We'have
for example, put a bull and a cow together for
less than 10 minutes on one (and only one)
day - and achieved conception.

Our data (7,8) have conclusively demonstra-
ted that the oestrous cycle for Elephants is

much longer than previously imagined.

BIRTH

The gestation period for Elephants is bet-
ween 630 and 660 days.

Perhaps because of the time-frame involved,
many zoo staff seem to forget that birth is
a natural phenomenon. Elephant cows live in
herds. They give birth. This is a normal part of
Elephant life. The only abnormal aspect, here,
is that of life in captivity. lt is unreasonable,
even inhumane, to isolate a gregarious animal
such as an Elephant cow. Unfortunately, that
is the first step taken by many zoos preparing
for an Elephant birth. In general, this approach
imposes undue stress upon the cow, and should
be avoided.

On the other hand, inexperienced animals
may feel threatened by the sudden appearance
of an interloper (in this case, a newborn calf),
therefore, it is reasonable to secure these animals
by meahs of leg restraints, provided that this
process is begun well in advance of the,projected
time of parturition. Since birth is a normal part
of Elephant life, you must ensure the Ele-
phants' comfort within a "business as usual"
format.

At WPZ a strict "business as usual" protocol
is maintained; during normal visitor hours,
visitors are present. During non-visiting hours,
only Elephant management staff are present -
mucking out the area as usual, feeding as usual
etc. Since our Elephants are used to staff inter-
action at all hours of the day or night, it truly
is "business as usual" as far as they are con-
cerned.

During the past few years, however, a

number of problems involving parturition
and first-time mothers have surfaced at insti-
tutions in the United States and in the United
Kingdom. Specifically, problems have occurred
at Tulsa, Oklahoma, San Diego, : California,
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and Syracuse, New York (all USA) and at Port
Lympne, UK.

In Tulsa, the mother gave birth to a healthy
calf, but would have nothing to do with it. Re-

cently a similar event occured in San Diego. In
both cases, an apparently healthy animal gave

birth to, then rejected, a healthy and normal
calf. Given more appropriate facilities, it seems

likely that these problems might have been
overcome.

With regard to an event in San Diego, and
events in Syracuse and Port Lympne however,
the problems arose prior to parturition. ln each
case, a first-time mother was unable to deliver
the calf. ln most cases, both mother and calf
were lost (Port Lympne was fortunate, this year,
in that the cow survived in good condition).
We may hypothesize that physical condition
and/or diet may play a role in these events.
We can be relatively certain, however, that if
the calf can be extracted within 24 hours of the
time amniotic fluids are drained, its chances for
survival will be enhanced.

The importance of ensuring that a team of
Elephant specialists can be quickly assembled
cannot be overemphasized, where first time
mothers are concerned. When informed
decisions must be made quickly, any delay
increases the odds .against a desirable outcome.

A normal birth sequence follows this general
pattern; the cow passes a large rubbery blob of
mucous (the cervical plug). Within one to five
days following this event birth occurs. Signs
of impending delivery include frequent shifting
of position by the uncomfortable cow, squirting
of colostru m fro m en larged breasts, some
bleeding from the urogenital area, and finally
a prominent lump below the tail. When the
cow goes into hard labour, the calf is normally
delivered rear feet first, and very quickly.

lf the calf's mouth and trunk are covered by
amniotic sac, it may be pulled away. Ordinarily,
a calf will stand within five to fifteen minutes
of birth (though it seems considerably longer
at the time). Under normal conditions, a mother
will frequently contact the new born with her

trunk, and will use her.trunk and frqnt feet in
spirited attempts to get the calf up and onto
its feet. Generally, the excited mothef ends up

knocking the calf over several times, as the calf
struggles to balance on round feet arid unsteady
legs.

Normally, a mother does not kick the calf
with her hind feet; although her excited
attempts to induce the newborn calf to rise

may appear rather rough, they involve only the
front feet and the trunk. Clearly, a clean substra-
te, capable of providing good traction, will be

helpful to the calf in its efforts to stand. As soon
as possible, it is wise to sterilizer the calf's
umbilicus with a solution of strong iodine.

The placenta and amniotic sac will not or-
dinarily be consumed by the mother.

COW-CALF MANAGEMENT

In our experince, the training process can

begin for calves within a few months of birth'
It is both possible and desirable to entrain basic

management behaviours without removing the
calf from its social group. In this environment,
however, the option of force is severely rest-

ricted. Cows are generally very protective of
calves; instinctively rushing to their defense at
any sign of trouble. While it is important to
maintain a "business as usual" approach, it is

equally important that any new procedure
(such as working with the calf) can be imple-
mented with caution, in order to minimize the
possibility of arousing a defensive response

from the rest of the herd.

This is not an insurmountable problem how-
ever, and we have trained calves to willingly
accept leg-chain restraint by the time they have

reached seven to eight months of age. In a sense,

training calves within the context of their natal
herd can facilitate the training process by
surrounding the calf with role models. The
dominance hierarchy associated with herd struc-
ture doubtless helps, as well; since Elephants
establish and maintain a dominance hierarchy,
and since this hierarchy is predicated upon phy-
sical force, dalves learn their position in the
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dominance structure at a very early age. The
handler must, in order to work safely and
effectively among the Elephants, occupy the
topmost position in the dominance hierarchy,
and the calf clearly understands its position in
relation to that of the handler. Thus the handler
is able to begin the training program from a posi-
tion of relative strength, and by extensive use
of positive reinforcement, can elicit from the
calf both a desire to cooperate - and its trust.

In management of Elephant cows and
calves, getting them to trust you and gaining
their cooperation are the two most important
tools available to the handler - and all too
often, the least used. Elephants have big ears,
and excellent hearing. Yet we've all encountered
handlers who yell commands at the Elephants
in their charge, and handlers who seem a bit
overzealous in their use of the hook. As my
senior partner, Roger Henneous, has noted,
"The number of people who honestly believe
that they can moke an Elephant do their bidding
is astonishing. In point of fact, there are two
things one can make an Elephant do, and
neither of them is very pleasant: Elephants
can be made to run away, and they can be
made to kill (9) ... but one can get an Elephant
to do an amazing number of things".

In our experience, Elephants appear to
possess a strong sense of fairness where reward
and punishment are concerned. We find that
immediate and consistent or undue punishment
and inconsistent reward, on the other hand,
can produce Elephants which require constant
vigilance. lt is important to note that consisten-
cy does not imply rigidity or inflexibility.
Consistency simply means "in agreement with"
the circumstance. The successful management
program for Elephant cows and calves will
incorporate a high degree of flexibility.

BU LL E LEPHANT MANAGEMENT

Eiephant cows and calves are highly social;
therefore, juvenile males can be managed in a

social environment. As they mature, however,
the temperament of male galves undergos a

subtle change, in that they become progressively

less responsive, more domineeringr.and generally
truculent. Other herd members begin to show
less tolerance for the young male. In the wild,
the young bull would eventually be driven from
the herd. In captivity, the handlers must remove
him.

In the wild, the young bull may hang out on
the periphery of the herd for some time - per-
haps one to two years - before establishing a
solitary territory for himself. In captivity, it's
pretty much an all or nothing affair. This
raises some interesting problems.

The young bull has been tractable all of his
life, and is tractable now. This circumstance
allows handlers to bull themselves into believing
that they' may possess some unique quality
which enables them to work with bulls. lt is
important to realize that Elephants kill more
personnel than all other species of animals kept
in zoos and circuses - combined. There are
many more captive cow Elephants than there
are captive bull Elephants, but bulls account
for the majority of incidents. During the past
3 ,years in North America, for example, bull
Elephants have killed at least 4 personnel, and
hospitalized at least 1 more. By contrast, cows
have accounted for two hospitalizations
(although cows have, on occasion, attacked and
killed personnel, they are generally'much less
likely to do so). In both cow incidenb, the staff
involved were inexperienc6d; whereas one of
the dead reportedly had 'l 8 years of experience
in Elephant work, and the others involved in
bull incidents also had experience.

It is possible to work bull Elephants - until
the moment when it becomes impossible. As
Dr Schmidt has commented "Handling bull
Elephants is like jumping off a 40.storey build-
ing, and as you pass each floor saying 'so far so
good' the end result is always the same". ln
order to provide high-quality care for these
dangerous animals, it is safest to condition
them to willingly enter a crush. Given a crush,
sufficient experienced staff, and time, virtually
any necessary procedure can be safely and effec-
tively carried out.
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MUSTH

Having tracked serum, urinary and temporal

. gland secretion values for various hormones
throughout musth cycles, we know more than

s has ever been known about this phenoffi€lloll:
. Regrettably, it isn't much. We don't know

exactly what causes musth, but we know that
it occurs in bult Elephants who are in iood
physical condition. We know that musth is

characterized by significant fluctuations
in adrogenic hormone ratios, (10) that the
concentrations of ancillary (and presumably

chemocommuncative) volatiles flucuate accord-
ingly (1 1) and that the process is under endor-
crine control. We know that musth is not a

rutting period, (1 2) in the classic sense of the
term.

Most likely, musth allows bull Elephants to
break through the inhibitions imposed by prior
learning experiences, and to challengo the
established dominance hierarchy, humans be-

come the target of musth bull challenges.
Viewed in this context, the outcome is wholly
predictable; when the handler is obliged to
work directly with a bull Elephant, that handler

will eventually be iniured or killed. This is nor-
mal and expected behaviour for bulls; therefore,
where bull Elephants are kept, facilities that
are able to contain bulls and to permit safe per'
formance of routine management procedures

are mandatory.

GERIATRICS AND ILLNESS

Although a comprehensive discussion of
Elephant illness and diseases may be found

' elsewhere (13) it is helpfulfor Elephant handlers
to bear in mind a few basic facts:

' Evolution has designed Elephants for longe-

vity. That is not the case for humans; until
the.turn of this century, the average human,
life span was less than 50 years. Medical in-
tervention has permitted extension of the
human life span roughly double that dictated
by evolutionary design; by contrast, Elephants
are designed for a 55 to 60 year life span under
wild conditions.

Like humans, as Elephants age, their systems

break down. Conditions of captivity may
accelerate. this process. Younger Elephants
can seemingly survive almost anything, but
older Elephants seem increasingly susceptible
to foot problems andlor general immune system
dysfunction. In circuses and in Zoos, when
Elephants are obliged to stand for much of
the day on hard and unyielding surfaces, foot
problems emerge as a major pr,oblem as the
animals age. lt is increasingly evident that an

aggressive program of foot maintenance must
be pursued. This involves "round the clock"
waste removal, daily foot inspection, and trim'
ming of the soles and nails as necessary.

Problems tend to start at the sole/nail
interface. Once underway, infection seems to
spread upward, via the soft tissues behind the
nail, eventually erupting above the nail. In

extreme cases, infection will migrate inward,
affecting bone.

The ideal Elephant foot lacks bulbous,
protruding nails, and has a smooth sole

lacking flaps and divots, which provide ideal
homes for bacteria and fungi.

Zoonoses (in this case, human-vectored
diseases) may also influence the longevity of
captive Elephants. Where the general public
is permitted to contact either Elephants or
their captive habitat, the possibility of disease

transmission exists. Elephants are susceptible
to human tuberculosis and diptheria, for exam-
ple. lt:is therefore advisable to minimize the
exposure of this endangered species to public
areas, and to minimize the exposure of Elephant
habitat to the general public.

Other known Elephant killers are anthrax,
botulism and salmonellosis (often resulting
from contaminated feed), and tetanus'(iesulting
from hook wounds, generally poor environmen-
tal maintenance, etc). :

Tusk infections have also claimed the lives

of Elephants; most recently the bull "Tantor"
at Canada's Metro Toronto zoo. lt is important
to remember that true tusks possess a pressure

sensing nerve; the cavity of which extends
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MUSTH

Having tracked serum, urinary and temporal
gland secretion valubs for various hormones
throughout musth cycles, we know more than
has ever been known about this phenomenon.
Regrettably, it isn't much. We don't know
exactly what causes musth, but we know that
it occurs in bull Elephants who are in good
physical condition. We know that musth is
characterized by significant fluctuations
in adrogenic hormone ratios, (10) that the
concentrations of ancillary (and presumably
chemocommuncative) volatiles flucuate accord-
ingly (1 1 ) and that the process is under endor-
crine control. We know that musth is not a
rutting period, (1 2) in the classic sense of the
term.

Most likely, musth allows bull Elephants to
break through the inhibitions imposed by prior
learning experiences, and to challengo the
established dominance hierarchy, humans be-
come the target of musth bull challenges.
Viewed in this context, the outcome is wholly
predictable; when the handler is obliged to
work directly with a bull Elephant, that handler
will eventually be injured or killed. This is nor-
mal and expected behaviour for bulls; therefore,
where bull Elephants are kept, facilities that
are able to contain bulls and to permit safe per-
formance of routine management procedures
are mandatory.

GERIATRICS AND ILLNESS

Although a comprehensive discussion of
Elephant illness and diseases may be found
elsewhere (13) it is helpfulfor Elephant handlers
to bear in mind a few basic facts:

Evolution has designed Elephants for longe-
vity. That is not the case for humans; until
the turn of this century, the average human,
life span wab less than 50 years. Medical in-
tervention has permitted extension of the
human life span ro0ghly double that dictated
by evolutionary design; by contrast, Elephants
are designed for a 55 to 60 year life span under
wild conditions.

Like humans, as Elephants age, their systems
break down. Conditions, of captivity may
accelerate this process. Younger Elephants
can seemingly survive almost anything, but
older Elephants seem increasingly susceptible
to foot problems and/or general immune system
dysfunction. In circuses and in Zoos, when
Elephants are obliged to stand for much of
the day on hard and unyielding surfaces, foot
problems emerge as a major problem as the
animals age. lt is increasingly evident that an
aggressive program of foot maintenance must
be pursued. This involves "round the clock"
waste removal, daily foot inspection, and trim.
ming of the soles and nails as necessary.

Problems tend to start at the sole/nail
interface. Once underway, infection seems to
spread upward, via the soft tissues behind the
nail, eventually erupting above the nail.'ln
extreme cases, infection will migrate inward,
affecting bone.

The ideal Elephant foot lacks bulbous,
protruding nails, and has a smooth sole
lacking flaps and divots, which provide ideal
homes for bacteria and fungi.

Zoonoses (in this case, human-vectored
diseases) may also influence the longevity of
captive Elephants. 'Where the general public
is permitted to contact either Elephants or
their captive habitat, the possibility of disease
transmission exists. Elephants are susceptible
to human tuberculosis and diptheria, for exam-
ple. lt is therefore advisable to minimize the
exposure of this endangered species to public
areas, and to minimize the exposure of Elephant
habitat to the general public.

Other known Elephant killers are anthrax,
botulism and salmonellosis (often resulting
from contaminated feed), and tetanus (resulting
from hook wounds, generally poor environmen-
tal maintenance, etc). :

Tusk infections have also claimed the lives
of Elephants; most recently the bull. "Tantor"
at Canada's Metro Toronto zoo. lt is important
to remember that true tusks possess a pressure
sensing nerve; the cavity of which extends
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approximately one third of the distance of the

tuik's length, measuring from the sulcus out-

ward. Unusual tusk wear often occurs in cap-

tivity. This can be ameliorated by Protecting
the iusks; for example, by banding with a malle-

able metal such as brass. In the event that the

nerye cavity is penetrated, infection wi!l occur;

therefore, it is imperative that provisions for
allowing safe and effective daily treatment be

available.

END NOTE

From a management perspective, then,

it is clear that the most effective means of

intensive training of animals and staff, and

financial investment. In other words, they

require commitment - commitment of resour-

.., ftot the organization as a whole, and

support.

Because we work directly among Elephants,

everything we do with them involves a degree

of calculated risk. Because we spend a large

portion of our time in relatively dangerous

circumstances, we tend to develop what others

. may perceive as "an attitude"- Though largely

aeflniive in formulation and application, this

"attitude" is counterproductive, when viewed

in the larger context of our cause; whether

we work with Asian or African Elephanfs, we

work with dying genera. In order to preserve

them, we need the help of our organizational

managers and the general Public-

Neither will support that which they do

not understand, nor will they support things

about which they cannot feel good. In order

to iustify action, managers require compelling,

and unbiased, information. lf we are to motivate

people toward the cause of preventing extinc-

tion of entire genera, we need do only three

things, we must show our concern, we must

provide reliable information, and we must be

able to work with other PeoPle.

We can show our concern by how we inter-

act with the animals in our care, and by how we

interact with the human animals not in our care'

Provision of reliable information requires

familiarity with the available knowledge bases

in regard to captive Elephant management,

and the biology of wild Elephants. This involves

considerable effort, as questionable oi erroneous

notions and theories are often presented as

fact. Cold, hard, reproducible, and reliable

date are often hard to come by, and even

these may be subject to varying interpreta-

tions, as illustrated by the available literature

which describes musth.

Working with other people may be among

the most difficult of our challenges; as it re-

quires that we abandon our reflexive black or
white, offense or defense approach in favour

of a shades of grey, compensatory, how can

we move toward the ultimate goal approach.

As *ith working among Elephants, flexibility,
circumspection, and patience are key'ingredients
that will likely help all to achieve the desired

goal. lt helps me to reflect that, while I have

met a number of people'whom I consider to
be "experts" in their chosen endeavours, none

have ever represented themselves as such. They
just do the best work theY can. 

,

On behalf of Washington Park 7a, I thank
you for allowing me this time, and hope that
it serves to stimulate a broader range of commu-

nication, on an international basis, in regard

to captive ElePhant management.
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ELEPH/ANT CATCHING-
By.D.H. Wise

The scene of the following description of

elephant catching is Perak (pronounced Pera)'

a native State in the Malay Peninsula' The spot

chosen for the drive is well suited by Nature -
on the east is a steep spur of the main range

'of mountains, which forms the backbone

of the peninsula and divides Perak from Pahang

- a sister State on the east coast; on the west

Malay, is fixed.

A council of the elders is.held, and the

services of a "Pawang," or medicine man' an

(* n.printed from: The strand Magazine. Vol. lX. 1895. London')
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to the select body who have availed themselves

of his services, to propitiate the spiris who

haunt the field of their future labours, for the

modest wage of twelve dollars a month' This,

it should be stated, is exclusive of the cost

of necessary feas6 and functions contingent

to the undertaking, out of which he manages

to augment his monthly pittance. Nor is the

money altogether thrown away, for the "Pa-

when made the best beYond disPute'

The preliminaries having been arranged,

and certain incantations performed by the

"Pawang," the building of the "kubu" is com-

menced. Some fifty Malays and Sakis (the latter

are an aboriginal race who inhabit the interior

of the peninsula) are employed in collecting

ratans and timber for building the fence' These

materials abound on the spot,:but to preserve

intact as far as possible the jungle and under-

growth, so as to avert all suspicion of a trap;

itl.y "i" cut a little distance from the site of

the "kubu."

The inclosure, when completed, is about

three acres in extent, bounded on one side

by the steep sPur already mentioned, and on

the other three by the fence, which is about

and one outside the posts, and firmly tied at

intervals to the trees that grow on the line of
the fence, which is thus strong enough to resist

any charge that the captured elephants are

likety to rnake.

I
t,

I
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Lon! bamboos pointed like spears protru-
de at intervals of a few inches along the line
of the fence, which, bristling as it does with
these weapons, looks anything but an inviting
obstacle to charge. A light platform runs round
the outside, on which are built small huts to
be occupied by the watchers, whose duty it
will be to stop any attempt at escape.

This is not a matter of much difficulty, for
the elephants, even when first caught, have a
wholesome respect for a spear point, and a.

sharpened stick will generally bring a charging
elephant to a standstill.

long wire,hawser,' a not altogether satisfactory

substitute, as will presently be 
1en.

Traokers are sent forward early in lhe morn-

ing to report the whereabouts, of 'the herd,

and the drive commences. A line of some 300

beaters advancing through the iungle, armed

with spears and sharp bamboos, is 'formed.
The first move is to get the elephants to cross

the bridle-path, as onbe between it and the
main range, the area over which oPefirtbns
have to be conducted is greatly reduced. But the
beaters 'make a fatat mistake, for, advancing

with shouts and yells, they terrify the beasts,

. );l

Some of the beaters outside the "kubu!' fence,

The entrance to the inclosure, which is a

track naturally followed by the elephants in
their wanderings, is about 20ft. wide, and is
closed after the animals have entered by thrust'
ing a couple of bars across it. One side of this
entrance is near the foot of'the hill, which is

inaccessible ; upon the other side is built a long

wing or guide to lead the elephants to the door
of the "kubu." This guide is usually made of
timber, but in the present instance consists of a

which stampede and rush right back through
the line, most of the men at the point charged
forgetting for a moment their brave resolutions,
and displaying an -agility in treg-climbing that
would do'credit to a cat. il

. lt is too .late .to-day to begin the drive

afresh, and the'beaters ietire for the night, re-

solved to profit by their lesson and make a
steadier advance on the morrow. This time suc-
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cess awaits them, for after a hard and anxious
day's work the elephants, in spite of several
attempts to break the line, are driven across
the path, and if they can be kept there the
beaters should be able to persuade them to
reach their goal to-morrow.

As soon as the first streaks of dawn appear
over the mountains the beaters are astir, eager
to finish their task. Snatching a few mouthfuls
of .rice, which is served out along the line, they
re-arrange their forces, and the drive is resumed.
The trackers, who have already gone forward,
report that the herd is within half a mile of the
beaters, who are enjoined to approach quietly
and keep good order. Along the right and centre
of the line where the ground is flat this is
easily done, but the left wing, which extends
some distance up from the foot of the main
range, has more difficult country to travel over,
and it is here that a break-back is most feared.
Once, indeed, the elephants in their haste
scramble up a steep ridge and, wheeling round,
rush back upon the extreme left, but a couple
of men sent ahead observe this movement in
time, and the left wing falling back just mana-

ges to keep them in front. An hour later the
herd is within half a mile of the "kubu,, and
making straight towards it, and the excitement
of the beaters is intense. . ,r

The scene at the "kubu" is a very different C

one. Here the excitement of the men in charge ; I
is no less, but not a sound dare they utter lest
the elephants should turn and break back again.
Some half-dozen Malays are on a small platform
in a tree, near the gate, over which presides a
grey-headed chief in charge of the entrance,
which is cleverly screened with bushes. The
elephants are now close to the door, and come
crashing through the thick undergrowth, white
the beaters, losing all control over themselves
at the fast, rush forward yelling like fiends.
The veteran in charge of the doorway manages,,
however, to keep his little band in better order,
and presently we see the head of the first ele-
phant (a big cow) emerge from the covert.
But this beast hesitates and stands stilt for a
moment, lifting her trunk in every direction,
and evidently suspecting danger. The beaters
have now closed up behind and the right wing
has lined the wire guide, and the excitement

Captives in the "kubu."
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and din increase. With;a rush the leader bolts
through the doorway. "One, two, three,r'counts
the old chief, as the herd passes under his hiding-

r' i place, shambling along. and almost knqcking

, one another over in their clumsy haste - for
once their teader is inside they have no furtherI ' thought of turning back - until twelve have

safely passed the entrance.

But the other three which complete the herd

are behind, and it is not until the twelfth has

got well inside that the white tusks of a large

bull appear through the bushes. Behind him

is a smaller bull, also a tusker, followed by a

third beast that is almost hidden in the thick
undergrowth. The big tusker evidently thinks his

wives have made a mistake, and, unwilling to
share their misfortune, he gives vent to a shrill
trumpet, and curling up his trunk rushes straight
at the men who line the wing on his right.
There is no resisting such a charge ; and in a

moment the wire hawse.r.is carried away, and
these three fortunate beasts make off at the
best pace they can, leaving the astonished
beaters to regret they had not built a fence that
the elephants could have seen, and which would
have turned them, instead of an invisible line
incapable of standing stich a mighty weight.
All this takes place in a few minutes, and no
sooner are the fifteen beasts accounted for
than the door is hastily closed, the timbers

' firmly lashed with ratans, and the day's work is

comPteted.

' , The captured elephants, meanwhi'le, have

rushed straight on until confronted by the fence

at the lower end 6f the "kubu'l! where they
wheel rapidly rouhd, inspecting the whole length

, of their prison wall.

Suddenly a big cow stops within a few paces

. of the fence, and charges straight at it. Crack!
goes the huge head against the fence, the timbers
spring and bend the heavy weight, but not a

tie is locisened ; and, thinking it useless to repeat

the experiment, the beasts make for the centre

of the "kubLt," where they stand huddled to-
gether, and occasionally loW, guttural murmurs
are heard proceeding from their hiding-place,

which in a few days will be trampled clear.

A number of men are posted in the huts
outside the inclosure to guard against any
attempt to charge, or pull down the fence.

During the night the elephants make freguent
attempts to escape, and charge again and again

right up to the fence, only to be driven back

by the spears and torches of the watchers, but
for whose vigilance they would probably escape.

The "Pawang" now orders a respite of three

days, during which the elephants are given no

food except what they can find in the inclosure,

and this is soon demolished- Of water they

have plenty, for a stream runs right through the

"kubu." The preliminary work of catchingr'

then, is over, and arrangements made for re-

moving them to the "chelong," or stocks, where

the tedious though interesting process of taming

and educating them has yet to be performed.

The beasts must be secured by means of
heavy ropes. To effect this, one end of a rope

is made fast to a tre-e inside the "kubu," while

a running noose, tied at the other end, is laid

on the ground between two trees some 15ft.
apart. Between these trees;'and at a height of
20ft. from the ground, is suspended a platform,

on which are stationed a couple of men, holding

in their hands light lines attached to the noose,

which they are thus:enabled to lift off the
ground.

Some plantain stalks are now laid on the
-ground in front of the noose, and the herd is

driven in the direction of the trap. The bait
proves only too attractive after their three

day's fast.,, No soone-n' has one of the beasts

placed a foot inside the noose, than it is drawn

up, and the elephant bolting off, tightens the

rope and is brought to a standstill. The anno-
yance at finding himself inside the fence of the

"kubu" is nothing compared to the rage of the
poor brute on feeling this unaccustomed rest-

raint. Throwing himself forward he falls heavily

to the ground, only to rise and renew the fight,
and the struggles of his huge frame are a sight

indeed &s, twisting and rolling about in all

directions, he roars with rage and tears at the

rope with his trunk, till finally he lies down

exhausted and bemoans his fate,with'subdued
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groans, which cannot fail to arouse the sympa- in

thies of the onlooker. c(

While this is going on the remainder of the

herd are kept at the far end of the stockade, n(

and evince but little interest in the fate of their ri'

comrade. Pi
ra

The tame elephants are now brought into a

the "kubu," and with their assistance the captive st

is approached and the other three legs noosed, fi
and the ropes made fast to trees. The forelegs tr

of the captive, who has now risen again, are r<

stretched a little forward and tied in that posi- tl
tion to prevent him from collecting himself for la

a struggle, which often repeated might result in al

breaking his bonds and possible injury to hini- tl

self . tl

The smallest ot

The tame elephants of Malay are not trained

to this work like those of India and Ceylon,

but they are wonderfully clever nevertheless,

and with their assistance the wild elephant is

easily approached, the men who tie the ropes

being either on the ground,'under shelter of the

tame elephants, or on the backs of the latter,
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beast's eyes and makes sundry passes over the
prostrate' body, muttering. half-whispered incan-
tations the while. :

The result is hardly electric, for the beast
lies still in sullen prostration ; but it is certain
that he will not remain there for ever, and when
at last he sees fit to rise the credit of persuading
him to do so is attributed to the mysterious
powers of the "Pawang's" craft.

Now he must be taken _to the "chelong,"
built on the bank of a river, over a mile away,
and there is no time to be lost if he is to be
lodged there to-day. A tame elephant is harnes-
sed to the captive, who is dragged along by rope
traces attached to the base of his trunk, and for
the first few yards, taken by surprise, he starts
off as .if tiained to it. But he soon realized the
position and becomes restive, and, stopping
short, gives vent to an angry scream and makes

off sideways into the jungle, dragging the tame
elephant after him. The Malays in attendance
seize the leg-ropes, which have been purposely
left to drag along the ground, and give them a
few turns round the trees close by, which
effectually stops any further attempt to bolt.
It is decided to try one of the other tame
elephants, for this beast, though larger than the
captive, is wanting in pluck, and refuses to
lead its charge any farther.

As the harness is being rapidly transferrOd,
a commotion is feard in the jungle close by,
and one of the three beasts that escaped from
the "\ubu" during the drive, and has been in
the viCinity ever since, comes crashing through
the jungle, and a general panic ensues. Most of
the Malays bolt, the tame elephants become
unmanageable, and the captive makes several
vain attempts to break away. lt is a critical
moment, and but for the presence of mind of
two or three Malays, who show a bold front,
and after some manoeuvring succeed in driving
the tusker off, there would certainly be trouble.
He returns once or twice, only to be driven off
again, and finally, thinking it best to run no
further risk of meeting with a similar fate, he
leaves his late companion alone, and retires into
the forest, much to everyone's relief.

Order is restored; ahd the captive, harnessed
to his new leader, starts off again, the other
two tame elephants marching one on each flank,
to prevent any further attempt to leave the path.
After some resistance and one or two falls,
occasioned by the violence of his struggles, he
finds himself at the "chelong," which will be
his lodging for the next few weeks.

The "chelong" consists of a heavy cross
bar on upright posts, some 15ft. high, under-
neath which are separate partitions or stalls,
and into each of these an elephant is placed.
The floor is raised a few inches from the ground
to give a dry standing place, and in front are
two perpendicular posts, which are opened wide
apart from the top to admit the elephant's head,
and closed on to his neck on entering, after
which he can move neither forward nor back.
A beam under his chest prevents his lying down,
a heavy bar on .each flank keeps his body in
position, and leg-ropes and hobbles render
him completely helpless.

A few feet in front of the "chefong" a small
post is planted in the ground. No one but the
elephant's attendant may cross between this and
the "chelong" under penalty of a dollar and
a half to the "Pawang," who, by means of this
and sundry similar fines for breaches of etiquet-
te, is enable to enrich himself at the expense
of the unwary.

The twelve elephants are each in turn
brought to the "chelong," an operation that
lasts about three weeks, and on arrival each
is placed under charge of a couple of Malays,
who .feed, wash, and educate their charge,
the course of teaching varying, according to
the docility of the pupil and the attention
bestowed by his masters, from a month to
eight or ten weeks.

Every morning he is washed all over, an.d

rubbed and handled at all hours of the day. and
night, an attention that at first he resents vio'
lently. Very often it is necessary to tie up his
trunk and his tail, for he lashes about freely
when touched, and eyen the latter appendage
is capable of inflicting a severe blow.

a
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The "chelong."

Atter a few days he becomes accustomed
to his captors, and quite appreciates the care
bestowed upon him, and the goodly supply
of bamboo and plantain stalks that are cut and
brought daily to his stall.

The poor beast's legs have, by this time,
become sore and chafed from contact with
the hobbles and ropes, which cause him to
fidget continually, and all day long he will be
seen trying to untie the shackles from his
forelegs, moving uneasily from side to side,
and blowing earth which he picks up in his
trunk and mixes with water supplied from his
mouth over the wounds. Native medicines
are applied to the sores, and the hobbles and
leg-ropes shifted as far as possible, and in a few
days the wounds heal up.

After about ten days'confinement, the
captive is taken to bathe at the river hard by.
Attached by a rope to a tame elephant, he is
mounted by a "gembala," or driver, who sits
on his neck and gives him his first lesson in the
words of command, illustrating their meaning
by a slight pressure on the head with h js "kwa-

a
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An elephant with colf in the "chelong."
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The morning both.

sa,'l a sharp iron hook used to guide him. Heavy

wooden posts are planted at intervals between

the "chelong" and the river, and should he bolt
or prove unmanageable, the leg-ropes are imme-

diately made fast to these by the attendants.

As soon as the pupil has begun to know'the
words of command, the services of the tame

elephants are dispensed iwith, and he is taken

to the river by illg lfgembala'l assisted by a man

on foot, who walks backwards in front of the

elephant and helps to guide him with a "kwasa"
and a spear

The work of breaking him in beingfinished,
the elephant is taken to his master's village and

there petted and made much of until he be-

comes quite tame, but he is not expected to
do hard work for 7 year; when he is sent to
some distant tin mine to carry rice and provi'

sions to the miners, and bring back his burden

of the hard+arned metal to the nearest depot"

Ten years ago a large elephant in Perak

would fetch as much as eight hundred or a

thousand dollars, but the same beast can now

be. purchased for five of six hundred, for the

advance of civilization has brought with it'such

improved means of transport that there are

comparatively few places where the services

of this once useful animal are now necessary'

lmmobilization of Free Ranging Asian Elephants
(Elephas maximus) in Sri Lanka Using_ Et-orqhine .'' 

Hydrochloride and Acepromazine Maleate '

1

MOHD - SHARIFF DAIM' 
1

ZAINAL - ZAHARI ZAINTUDDIN'
RUDY RUDRAN'

SUMMARY 
:,

Four free ranging adult male elephants were

immobilized using a combination of 9.8 -'11.03
mg of etorphine hydrochloride and 4O - 45 mg

acepromzvine maleate:, After"capture, rwild ele-

phants were shackted and 'tethered witn high

tensile steel chain and manila rope before being

Jetocated, . to' an elephant training center in

Kurunagala, to be ,domesticated.' The use of
diprenorphine hydrochloride '(12'- 15 mg)

L 7no Melaka, Air Keroh ?5450, Melaka, Malaysia

2 National Zoological Park, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C. 20008' U.S.A.

u
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as the antidote produces very reliable results'

The ability to use a rnuch higher dose of lmme
bilon, safely will provide an advantage in rapidly

tranquilizing large adult males and reducing the

induction period which is essential' in the'cap-
ture of free ranging elePhants. : I'

INTR6D!'CTION 
i

The elephant probiem in Sri Lankl if ,O1!te

similar to those animals in Malaysia' The conflict

between man and. elephants is primarily due

to the rapid agricultural developmqnt' -The most

critical situatiln is the pocketed herds, caught

in small traces of left over forest in-between
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villages an is elephant-man
conflict in ue to shrinking
habitats ? 35 a result of
increase in human population, land alienation
for agriculture and hydro-development projects
(Olivier 1978, Santiapiilai et. al. 19g4). With
about 12,460 sq km or 19% of the total forest
cover left on the island to maintain about
2000 elephants (Santiapillai et. al. l9g4), someof the surplus populations have resorted to
utilize areas developed by man. Some of the
rogue elephant herds and solitary males had
caused serious damages in viltages and inflicted
significant human mortalities at an estimated
rate of. 50 villagerslyear (Dr. N. Atapattu pers.
comm.).

The only solution to mitigate the conflicts
between the elephants and human is by translo
cation. ln Malaysia all the problematic herds are
translocated into the National parks. In Sri
Lank4 one of the recommendation made by the
Director of Wildlife Conservation is to capture
and domesticate excess animals and atso to

in the "Strategy for Elephant Conservation and
management in Sri Lanka,'(Rudran, 19gS).

Male working elephants are known to be des_
tructive during the annual musth cycle (Scheur_
mann and Jainudeen 1972). The wild elephanrs
became a nuisance in the last half of the nine-
teenth century (Olivier .l978).

The restraint and capture of free ranging
elephant can be divided into physicat (traai
tional) and chemical methods. The traditional
method was used in Assam and Thailand which
employed monitor elephants and jute fibre
nooses to restraint wild elephants. In Assam,
free ranging elephants were captured by driving
them into wooden stockade. The animals
acquired by this method are the young and
subadults which were later trained for domestic
use (Ratnam ,'1984).

Chemical immobilization had been used on
elephants in Africa since 

.t959. 
In Asia, chemical

immobilization on Asian elephant have been
reported previously (Abdul_Aziz, 19g7; Gale,
19-; Jainudeen and Khan, "1977;'Jainudeen et.
1:: 1971; Jones, "1975; Mohd-Shariff, 19g5;
Olivier, "1978, Ratnam, 19g4;Sale et. af., f faO1.In South-East Asia, this technique had been
first experimented on free ranging elephant in
Burma in 1966 Gale (19-) and later in Sri
Lanka in 1967 (Dr. Nandana Atapattu pers.
comm.; The Sunday Times 1991).

This elephant capture operation is under
the auspice of the US AID for the environment
to assist the Department of Wildlife Conserva_
tion in its large scale effort to retocate some of
the elephants into protected areas in Sri Lanka.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Before commencing an elephant work the
capture team rnust first conduct field survey
to familiarize with the forest, know the number
and the ranging pattern of the elephants in the
area. The capture team comprise.of 15 personnel
comprising the team leader who was responsibte
for the running of the whole capture operation,
a veterinarian for administering of the drugs
and post-capture care, two well irained elephant
trackers, two backup riflemen armed with 404
rifles, shot gun and 9 workers who were trained
in shackling (steel chain) and tethering (manila
rope) techniques. These workers were also res_
ponsible for carrying the restraining equipment,
food and water for the captured animals.

On the 'lst. February 199,1the capture team
carried out a reconnaissance s.urvey in the Bogas_
mewa and the Palattiyawewa area_ Bogasmewa
area was selected as the first elephaht operation
area because the elephant damage in that area
was very serious. At about 7.30 am the capture
team would start moving to the elephant prone
area such as agricultural areas which are visited
by the animals.

The trackers would look for the fresh ele_
phant track or damaged crops before tracking

t,.
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the anima!. Dosage of lmmobilon is estimated
based on the front foot diameter (FFD) of the
elephant. lt is always recommended to use a
dose of 4 - 8 mg of etorphine hydrochloride
or 1 mgl4lo kg for Asian elephants (Fowter
1986). Previous use of a combination of etor-
phine hydrochloride and acepromazine maleate
in Asian elephants never exceeds 3.5 ml. The
lmmobilon is prepared into the dart as soon
as there was a good indication of the animal's
presence within 100 - 300 meters. Noise from
breaking of branches, ear flapping ind squeaking
calls were some of the cues indicative of the
proximity to the elephants. lt was very essential
the elephants must not be alerted so that the
darter would be able to go close within the
shooting distance of about 30 meters. The darter
must ensure a clear flight path of the dart. All
elephants were immobilized using a long-range
Palmer Cap-Chur rifle and 5 ml capacity alumi-
num syringes barrel with 7.5 cm collared needles
(Palmer Chemical and Equipment' Co., Inc.,
usA).

RESULTS

After darting the elephants were observed
running for a short distant before the drug
took effect. lf the darted animal was disturbed
the animal would run even further and it would
take quite sometime for the capture team to get
the immobilized animal. To avoid this incidence
the capture team waited at least 5 minutes after
darting before pursuing the darted elephants.
Within 30 minutes we would be able to get the
immobilized animals.

Out of the four animals that were immobili-
zed three were on left later:al recumbency and
one on the sternal recumbency. But the latter
was pushed over to the lateral recumbency. lt is
very essential to make sure that the animal is
'on the lateral recumbency as to avoid respira-
tory problem. The respiration and the rectal
temperature were monitored regularly. Most of
the field workers would camp near the captured
animals before they were transported to the
training center. Huge water drums were half
buried in the ground and filled with water were

placed near newly captured elephant5 for drink-
ing and bathing. Water bowser with a pump
was used to transport the water to the captured
elephants.

For restraining the captured elephants
shackling and tethering techniques were used.
T'he first two elephants were restrained by using
double front leg shackling technique and double
front and hind leg shackling technique respecti-
vely. The third and fourth elephants were
restrained by tethering usirrg manila ropes on all
four legs and secured to nearby trees.

The four animals tranquilized were adult
males aged between 12 to 40 years old. Aging
is based on the dorsal ear folds and physique.
They vary in FFD from 35.5 - 48.3 cm and
height of withers from 2.44 - 3.05 meters.
The darts were fired from a distance between
1 - 30 meters (Table 1). The observation on
the rectal temperature, heart rate and respira-
tion are given in Ta6le 2. Elephant No. 4 has
the lowest heart and respiration rates. The dosa-
ges ranged from 4.0 to 4.5 ml lmmobilon,{9.8 -
1 1.03 mg etorphine hydrochloride and 4O - 45
nrg ac'epromazine) (Table 3). All the animals
showed temporal secretions 24 hours after
irnmobilization, similar to musth.

DISCUSSION

The present study indicated that doses of
9;8 - 1 1.03 mg of etorphine hydrochloride and
40 - 45 mg of acepromazine maleate were safe-
ly used in free ranging adult male elephants.
This amount was higher than previously re-
ported doses of 5 - 8 mg etorphine hydrochlo-
ride administered in domesticated and aggressive
working elephants (Jainudeen,'197O; Jainudeen
et al, 1971). Similarly, free ranging Asian.ele-,
phants were tranquilized with 4.3 - 8.6 mg in
lndia (Sale et al, 1986), 3.5 : 5.5 mg in Sri
Lanka (Jones, 1975) and 2.7 - 8.0 mg in Malay-
sia (Jainudeen and Khan, 197T.

A major problem with tranquilization. 
.of

free ranging Asian elephants is mortality asso-

a
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Table 1 : Firing distance, flight distance and search time of immobilized elephants in sri Lanka

Elephant 1r tnng
Distance

RecumbencyDistance2
travel led

(km) I
1

2
3

1m
20m
25m

30

.5
1

.3

Left lateral
Left lateral
Sternal and leaning
against a tree and
pushed to right lateral
Right lateral

1 distant of darter to animal2 distance travelled by elephant post-tranquilization

Table 2: Morphological and physiologicat parameters of Asian elephants in Sri Lanka immo-
bilization with etorphine HCI-acepromazine maleate

Physiological parameters

Elephant FFD

(cm)

Height

(cm)

Rectal
temperature
oF

Pulse

rate

/min

Respiration
rate

/min

1

2

3

4

45.7

48.3

35.s

43.2 274

94.4

96.8

97.8

98.0

274

297

213

84

84

64

85

10

8

6

9

ciated with abnormal posture during induction.
This problem is further complicated when the
animal is underdosed and subsequently allowed
to travel a longer distance before being immo-
bilised. In many instances, the animal is dead
upon sighting, suffocation being a common
cause. In lndia, a low dose of 4 mg etorphine
hidrochloride in free ranging Indian elephants
resulted in a long induction period and incom-
plete immobilization (Sale et al, l9g6). previous
work indicated that f ree ranging elephants
requires a higher dose proportion than demos-
ticated ones (Jainudeen et a|,197"1).

cutis on the hindquarters was observed when the
animal was darted from a distance of 1 m. This

squamous epithelium and is very thick consisting
of many layers of cells (Mariappa, l9g6). l;
young elephants, damage to the skin and sub_

,
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Table L lmmobilization of Asian elephant in Sri Lanka with etorphine HC|-acepromazine maleate

t. a

I
.a

Reaction time (mins) Drug dosage (ml)

Elephant Wtl Induc2 Down3 Recov4 tmms Rev6 Remarks

3500 22

4000 35

2000

3700

5.04.543 Animal was Kicking still appa-
rent by both hind legs when it was
moderately sensitive to auditory
stimulus. Tranguilization ry'as very
pronounced after 5 minutds. After
intravenous Diprenorphine, the ani-
mal showed signs of recovery in 2
minutes and was standing within
the next 4 minutes.

Animal was on lateral recumbency
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cutis was severe when darted from a close range
(Kamaruddin Mohd-Noo!:, per! comm).

Temporal secretions was observed between
12 - 24 hours post immobilization. This pheno-
menon was not present or reported in previous
tranquilization (Jainudeen and Khan, '1977;

Jones, ; Sale et al, 1986). Previous report indi-
cated that the secretions from the temporal
glands is associated with the liver (Deraniyagala,
1955)., ,' 11'," entero-hepatic cycling of ,etor-
phine may have an effect on the liver function
and cause a subsequent 'temporal secretions.
However, a significant rise in testosterone levels
in the peripheral circulation occurs during
musth (Jainudeen et al, 1971).

The mean recovery time of 3.75 minutes
(range 3 - 4 minutes) after intravenous admi-
nistration of diprenorphine was lower than 6.3
minutes (range 4 - 9 minutes) by Sate et al
(1986) 5 minutes (range 2 - 7 minutes) by Jai-
nudeen and Khan (1977)and 2 - 7 minutes by
Jones (1975). All four animals were unapproach-
abf e after remobilization. Although entero-
hepatic cycling may occur resutting in excite-
ment and "walking", it was never observed in all
the .animals. However, this is in contrast to the
free ranging elephants tranquilized by J ones
(1975) which experienced a 4 - 6 hours of seda-
tion after remobilization with diprenorphine
hydrochloride.
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The induction period ranging from 20 - 30
minutes was similar to the eleven cases (1 5 - 45
minutes) by Jainudeen and Khan (1977) and six
cases (15 - 35 minutes) by Sale et at (1986).
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Genetics of Asian ElaPhants

Blood samples were collected from the Sri

Lankan and Indian subspecies of the tamed '

Asian elephints, and genetic variations within
and between them were screened by starch and
pol yacry lam idegel electrophoretic exam inations.
Number of genetic loci screened was 33. The
experimental resuls showed that the genetic

variabilities within subspecies were low !ike as

observed in other non-domesticated large

mammalian species, and that the genetic diver-
gence between the' two subspecies was about
on the same level as observed between two
subspecies of the Japanese macaques. At the
Tetrazotium oxidase (T") locus a complete
allelic substitution was observed between the
Sri Lan kan a;-d Indian subspecies bf Asian
elephants.

(Source: Genetic variabilities within and bet-
ween Sri Lankan and Indian subspecies of the
tamed Asian elephants, Elephos moximus. by
Takayoshi Shotake, Ken Nozawa, Mewa Sin$h,
H.W.Cyril and Hilary Crusz. Report of the
Society for Researches on Native Livestock.
No:11 ,215-221 (1986).

WORKSHOPS and PRO.TECTS

1. THAILAND: The Royal Forest Departrnent
(RFD) in association with the Regional' Office
(Asia/Pacific) of the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) in Bangkok, Thailand
plans to hold a workshop entitled, ELEPHANT
MANAGEMENT lN THAILAND in October
1991. Particulars could be obtained from

the Wbrkshop organizeri Dr Schwann Tunhikorn
at' the Royal Forest Department, Paholyothin .

Road, Bangkok 10900' Thailand, Fax:662'579
861 1 . Voic-e Phone: 662-579 1565.

. !:. .., .i! -2. SABAH; oi ;ohn Sale (UN Technical Ad-

viser, Sabah Wildlife Departmeht) plans to intro-
duce the technique of estimating elephant

numbers in Sabah using the indirect method

that had been successfully used in lndia by Ms

Shanthini Dawson. Sabah, as Dr Sale points out,
has the largest population of elephants on

Borneo and there is,,some evidence that it
constitutes a distinct race 'from other popula'

tions of the species. The Sabah population is

smatl (several hundred) and, being subject to
serious habitat loss due to logging of the'rain-
forest and its clearance fot large scale agricul-

ture,' i's highly'dndan{ered. Only one (recently

gazetted) pr6tected area, Tabih Wildlife Reserve,

contaih's 'a significant number of elephants.

Damage" to cropi is fairly widespread 'and

frequent. A species mana$ement plan for ele-

phaiit will sJrortly be prepared with the
assistance frbm- UNDP; project now providing

teihnical aid to the Sabah Wildlife Department.
It will consider allrpossible management options,
including 

jfurther : prot'ected areas; erection of
barriers such as 'electric fencing and transloca-

tion of pocketed grouPs.
J.

' In the light'of the'above, it is clearly of
immediate importance to obtain a more accurate

estimate of etephant numbers and un'derstanding

of their seasonal distribution than that presently

available - which due to the great difficulty
of sighting the animals in' dense rain forest is

somewhat sketchy.. The estimation of numbers
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A femole elephont with its colf in Ruhuno Notionol Park. Sri Lonko (photo:
Chorles Sontiopiiloi).

from dung distribution appears to be a promis-
ing method for Sabah conditions but needs to
be appraised by someone with existing fami-
liarity with the method and a detailed under-
standing of its experimental design.

3. SRI LANKA.' The Department of Wildlife
Conservation in Sri Lanka has initiated a re-
search programme in the Ruhuna National Park
to monitor the status of the large mammals
including the elephant. First survey was carried
out by a team of Sri Lankan biologists from
the Department of Wildlife Conservation with
the assistance of WWF Asia Programme. They
include Messrs Sarath Dissanayake, A.H. Suma-
nasena, Upali Padmasiri, Gamini Wijesinghe,
H.P. . Jayamanne and Chandra Bandaranaike.
The team also tried out the indirect method
of estimating elephant densities using the dung-
count method demonstrated by Shantini Daw-
son in Mudumalai (See AESG Newsletter No:
6). A total of 94 animals were observed in June
1991 of which there were 76 animals belonging
to 13 separate herds. The average herd size

was 5.84. A full report will be published in the
next issue of the AESG Newsletter.

4. SRI LANKA: A newly establish'ed conserva-
tion organization in Sri Lanka, FAUNA INTER-
NATIONAL TRUST (FlT) headed by Dr Hiran'
Jayawardene held its first meeting at the Uni-
versity of Peradeniya in Sri Lanka to discuss
and identify the principal research needs and
areas where such management-oriented research
on elephants are needed with the view to pro-
viding both technical as well as financial support
for Sri Lankan biologists. The meeting was
held on 6 July in the Veterinary Faculty and
was attended by Dr Hiran Jayawardene (Chair-
man), Ms Anouk lllangakoon, Dr Vijitha Kuru-
wita (AESG Member), Mr Childers Jayawardhe-
na, Ms Nalinika Obeysekera, Prof. Padma de
Silva, Dr Seevali Ranawana, Mr Palitha Udura-
wana and Dr Charles Santiapillai. FIT will
be happy to hear from AESG members on any
assistance to enhance the long-term survival
prospects of the elephants in Sri Lanka. Dr
Hiran Jayawardene can be contacted at Fauna
International Trust. 21811 Baudaloke Mawatha,
Colombo 7. Sri Lanka. Tel: 699691,686329.
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PUBLIGATIONS

1. TRANSLOCATTON OF WILD ELEPHANTS
by D.K.Lahiri-Choudhury Technical Report
No. 1. Asian Elephant Conservation Centre
of the IUCN/SSC tuian Elephant Specialist
Group. 1991.

This is a very readable account on the
removal of problem elephants from the source
of conflict to secure areas using chemical immo-
bilization. Prof. Lahiri-Choudhury whose prin-
cipal occupation is teaching English literature
at the University in Calcutta is better known
for his extraordinary experience on elephants
in India in general and West Bengal in particular.
His report will become invaluable for anyone
attempting to translocate elephants once they
are sedated by potent morphinomimetic drugs.
He outlines the different practices in immo-
bilizing elephants in Sri, Lanka, Mataysia and
India and provides practicat information on
the transport of the tranquilized elephants
by lorries. There is a concise table of the type
of drugs and the amount used in the immo-
bilization of elephants. The report is illustra-
ted with simple but clear drawings to illustrate
the complex procedures of using koonki ele-
phants, loading elephants into trucks and
the design of the ramp. Although there is
much information available on the chemical
aspects of immobilizing elephants in veteri-
nary literature, there has been very little written
about the mechanical aspects of translocating
elephants once they have been tranquiljzed.
Unfortunately, Prof. Lahiri-Choudhury's other-
wise excellent report fails to mention the che-
mical immobilization of elephants in Sumatra
by the Directorate-General of Forest protection
and Nature Conservation (PHPA) using Rompun
in the beginning and subsequently M-99. The
lndonesians have attempted the translocation
of elephants almost entirely on their own and
have successfully used chemical immobilization
in dealing with problem elephants. prof. Lahiri-
Choudhury's work becomes the first technical
report published by the Asian Elephant Con-
servation Centre. For copies of this publication,
please contact Asian Elephant Conservation
Centre, Centre for Ecological Sciences, Indian

lnstitute of Science, Bangatore 560 012, lNDIA.
Fax: (0812)34jG83, '' '', ''

(C.Santiapillai).

2. TRAVELS ON My ELEPHANT by Mark
Shand with photographs by Aditya pa'tankar.

Jonathan Cape, London. 1991. 14.99 pounds
sterling in UK only.

There is no better way to see India than
from the howdah of an lndian elephant. This is
exactly what Mark Shand discovered as he set
out on a thousand kilometre journey on Tara,
a thirty-year old female elephant. Their desti-
nation was the Sonepur Mela, the world's oldest
elephant market. What began as an adventurous
whim soon developed, into an unlikely romance.
Tara, the scrawny and ill-treated begging ele-
phant which Shand had acquired, was trans-
formed through tender loving care on the
journey into a star attraction. Everywhere they
went - into communities that had not changed
in millenia or along new arterial roads,: where
trans-continental iuggernauts thundered p"s! -the western mahout; trained by.Tara's minder,
and his five eccentric Indian companions drew
inquisitive crolvd; to admire their elephant.
This account of the triils and tribulatiops of
the journey is told with charm and wit, and is
illustrated with captivating photographs in
colour. Yet, in the best tradition of all good'travel writing, there was an inward as well as

.outward journey. tvlerNy'arriving was not'the
end of the story, and \finding a good home
for Tara'was'to present the greatest challenge
of all.

With the ear for the comic, an eye for the
exotic and a nose for the bizarre incident,
Shand informs as he entertains and in doing
so brings an individual view to the fabulous
legacy of one of the oldest and richest associa-
tions ever known between man and animal -a partnership that over 4,000 years has imbued
the most ancient surviving culture with inestim-
able meaning and significance.

3. ELEPHANTS: out of time, out of space
by Douglas H. Chadwick. an article in National
Geographic Magazine (Vol. 179. No: 5. May
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1991). Chadwick's writes about the plight of
both African as well as Asian Elephants based
on his exhaustive travel in Africa and Asia and
his interviews with people directly involved
with elephant conservation in the two conti-
nents. Being a National Geographic article, it

is also lavishly illustrated with some of the
most spectacular photographs. Th.ere is an
updated map of the elephant distribution.
Douglas Chadwick is a writer trained as a wild-
life biologist.

4.. Endangered Species: ELEPHANTS by Peter

Jackson. The Apple Press, London. 1990. 8.95
pounds sterling.

Peter Jackson is a member of the AESG
and the Chairman of the IUCN/SSC Cat Spe-
cialist Group. His interest in wildlife began
during his 1 8 years as Chief Correspondent for
Reuters in lndia. He has written an excellent
book for the layman on elephants. The book
provides a full analysis of the anatomy, life
cycle, habitat, senses and extraordinary intelli-
gence of the largest terrestrial mammal extant
today. lt charts the evolution o.f the species,
and the. fascinating inter-relationship of Man
and elephant - elephants have been used in
war, in ceremonial and as beasts of burden, as

well as having religious significance. The latest
efforts at conservation and the arguments
underlying them are explained, following the
worldwide ban on trade in ivory by the nations
who are parties to the Convention on lnterna-
tional Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora (CITES). lllustrated through-
out in fuf l colour, Elephants draws upon the
very latest scientific research to provide a more
complete understanding of these magnificent
animals to the non-specialist reader; and thus
reinforces the horrible loss their extinction
represen ts.
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FILM REVIEW
1. Partridge Films: on The Elephant in Sumatra

Partridge Films Limited has produced a

film THE ELEPHANT DILEMMA which
examines the conflicts which threaten the
Sumatran elephant and the measures being
taken to ensure its survival. The film was
produced by Sarah Cunliffe (see photo) with
the active support of the Directorate of Forest
Protection and Nature Conservation (PHPA)
and the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)

lnternational. The film was shot in Sumatra

in the Way Kambas National Park and in Air
Mesuji where much of the current elephant-
human conflicts abound. The documentary
film deals with the land pressures in Sumatra
vis-a-vis the elephant and the transmigrants;
crop raiding by elephants; the capture of chronic
crop raiding elephants for domestication and
subsequent use in forestry operations; the role
of elephants in nature-oriented tourism etc.

.
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(Photo: from left to right: Mr Widodo Sukohodi Romono, Chief of Species

Conseruotion; Sarah Gtnliffe (Producer); Lindo Woddell;'Chris Appenihow
(Cameramon); Steve Robinson (Ass-L Comeromon, seoqed); Keith Desmond
(Sound) ond Lizzie Green (Researcher, seoted). Photo: Chorles Santiapilloi.

2. Gajah Sumatra (The Sumatran Elephant)
Directed by: Mr Alain Compost

a
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This documentary film traces the develop-
ment of the Elephant Training Programme in
Sumatra, Indonesia. lt deals with the problem
of crop raiding.by elephants and the plight of
the transmigrants whose cultivations come under
their cqnstant attack. The DiiectorateGeneral
of Forest Protection and Nature Conservation
(PHPA) purchased tiained eliphants from
Thailand and enlisted the services of the Thai
nlahouts to catch; ,train and dOmesticate the., ,,

chronic crop raiding, ,elephants _ in Surnatra.
The film gives ample coverage to the early
efforts of the PHPA in dealing with the elephant
problem and documents the transport of 'the

trained elephants by truck and boat from
Thailand to Sumatra and establishment of
the first Elephant Training Centre in Lampung

There are some spectacular scenes of wild
elephants and other wildtife in the Way Kambas
National Park. The photography is excellent
and providg.s an incenqive for tourjsts to visit
the conservation ared. However, not all the
scenes in tbe film will please everyone; fhere
are very disturbing scenes of elephants" being
trained by mahouts under Thai'supervision. The
Thai system, at least the way it was imparted

;to the Indonesian mahouts, ;.appetrs Fther
cruel. Thp, newly. captured _rogue elepfrants are
prodded and hammered. by the.mahouts. lt is

a bloody'scene and one''which ihany''piople
in the west would find very disturbi'ng. But the
film does not try to glamourise _the training
programme. lnstead, it shows everything: warts
and a1l. The'alternative is"death for: the''crop
raiders by irate farmers.Province, in Sumatra.
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The training of elephants must be viewed
in its historical perspective. The art of capturing
and domesticating elephants disappeared over
300 years age with the demise of the powers of
the Sultans in Sumatra and the increase in the
influence of the Dutch colonial powers. When
the PHPA started the training programme, the
expertise to domesticate elephants had to be
re-introduced from abroad, this time from
Thailand.

Once the animals have undergone the
initial traumatic period of subjugation by their
Indonesian mahouts, they appear to settle
down well and quickly learn to obey basic
commands. The film shows the use of trained
elephants in the capture of crop raiding ele-
phants using chemical immobilization. Trained
elephants are shown carrying tourists to the
park and playing football to amuse the crowds.
The underlying reason for this could welt be
to change the perception of the average man in
the street wno hitherto regarded the elephant

as a pest and marauder. By demonstrating the
potential role of trained elephants in forestry
operations, agriculture and nature_oriented

For particulars regarding the cost and
distribution of the film, please contact the
producers:-

P.T. Gemini Films Ltd.
Jalan Pintu Air 2y. No: 348
Jakarta, Indonesia
Tet: (021 ) 360 846

Reviewed by: Charles Santiapillai
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_

Mr WTDODO S. RAMONO, Chief: Species Coiservation. PHPA. Jl. lr. H. Juanda 15, Bogor, tndonesia.
Tel: (0251l'323 067.

Dr MICHAEL WOODFORD, Apt. 8-709. 500,23rd Street
202-331 948.

Prof. YANG YUAN CHANG, Southwest Forestry College,Wenquing, Anning, Yunnan, P.R. China.
or: Bai-long Si, Kunming, Yunnan, P.R. China. Tel: 650 224.
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Chairman: Mr Lyn de Alwis
30 Hotel Road, Mt. Lavinia, Sri Lanka. Tel. (071) 24Sl

also: c/o Singapore Zoological Gardens
80 Mandai Lake Road, Singapore 2572. Tel:269 3411-5

Depu$ Chairman: Dr R. Sukumar
Coordinator: Asian Elephant Conservation Centre

Centre for Ecological Sciences
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560 012, tndia

Tel: (0812) 340 985. Fax: (0812) 941 683

Executive Secretary: Dr Charles Santiapillai
Senior Scientific Officer

WWF-Asia Programme, PO Box 133, Bogor, lndonesia
Tef : (02511327316. Fax: (0251) 928177-Badakbogor.
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